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ANALYSIS OF THE PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT PATTERN SURVEY PROJECT IN THE
LOWER KALAMAZOO RIVER VALLEY: THE 1978 AND 1979 FIELD SEASONS
Deborah K. Rhead, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 1982

Western Michigan University's Settlement Pattern Survey, Implemented
in the Spring of 1978 under the direction of Or. Elizabeth Garland, is
an intensive problem-oriented survey aimed at discerning patterns of
prehistoric settlement in Allegan County, Michigan.

This thesis is

based on the analysis of the Settlement Pattern Survey data for the
1978 and 1979 seasons.

The use of sampling strategies in archaeology

and corresponding problems with analytical statistics is examined with
particular reference to the Settlement Pattern Survey Project.

The

application of cluster analysis to the Settlement Pattern Survey project
1s also discussed.

As a result of this analysis, distinct patterns of

settlement for the Archaic and Woodland Periods are discerned.

An overview

of prehistoric settlement Is then presented.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Archaeology, as a sub-discipline of anthropology, seeks to under
stand and explain cultures and processes of culture change.

As does

general anthropology, archaeology searches for "laws" by which change

may be predicted.

In the past, many analyses have been criticized on

the basis that the resulting explanations were often highly subjective.
In order to move away from this subjectivity and toward the explanation
of real phenomena, archaeologists are incorporating a problem orientation
and statistical analysis Into their research designs.

While i t is not

possible to develop general laws on the basis of one data set, the use
of statistics does allow for comparison between studies, and makes
the generation of more broad reaching probability statements feasible.
Unfortunately, Inherent in many of the methods of archaeological
investigation are sources of potential error for statistical analysis
which are d iffic u lt to control or correct.
Because archaeological investigations most frequently study extinct
populations, the archaeological study of cultures must be largely
based on interpretations of artifacts and sites, in conjunction with
the environmental attributes of the sites.

A "settlement pattern"

represents the location of contemporary sites within a given culture
and their relationship to the physical environment.

Knowledge of the

total settlement pattern allows for a functional interpretation of the
relationship of the past population to its environment.

This dynamic

1.
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2
interaction of natural and cultural elements is here referred to as a
"settlement system".

Through time, alterations within the settlement

system occur as a response to changes 1n cultural and/or physical
components of the system.

By examining these changes, mechanisms of

cultural change may be discerned.
Western Michigan University's Settlement Pattern Survey (SPS),
Implemented in the spring of 1978 under the direction of Or. Elizabeth
Garland, 1s an intensive problem oriented survey project aimed at
discerning patterns of prehistoric settlement in Allegan Co., Michigan,
which encompasses the lower

KalamazooRiverValley as well as the

Black River drainage.

thesis 1sbasedon an analysis of the

This

Settlement Pattern Survey data for the 1978 and 1979 seasons.
study universe Incorporated

data fromseventownships:

The

Laketown,

Fillmore, Saugatuck, Manlius, Ganges,Clyde, and Casco, which

are

located in the western-most part of the county (Map 1).
This thesis w ill examine the use of sampling strategies and ana
lytical statistics in archaeological survey, with particular reference
to the methodology and results of the Settlement Pattern Survey (SPS)
Project for the 1978 and 1979 seasons.

Chapters Two and Three provide

brief overviews of settlement studies and the applicability of statistics
to these studies.

Chapters Four and Five provide background for the

SPS study, reviewing prior research in the Lower Kalamazoo Basin as
well as examining the complex environmental attributes of the study
area.

The remaining chapters discuss the SPS project with regard to

method, analysis and results.

Chapter Seven presents a somewhat

more in-depth review of cluster analysis as i t pertains to the SPS
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MAP

I

LOCATION OF THE 1978-1979 SPS SURVEY UNIVERSE IN
RELATION TO ALLEGAN COUNTY ANO THEKALAMAZOO
BASIN

I GAN

u>

analysis.

Chapter eight presents the resulting clusters of sites, and

discusses the geographic and physiographic relationships of Archaic and
Woodland sites in the completed sample units.

Suirenary observations,

suggestions for future research, and an overview of settlement conclude
the study.
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CHAPTER I I
SETTLEMENT STUDIES IN ARCHAEOLOGY; A BRIEF REVIEW
In their History of American Archaeology, published in 1974,
Gordon R. Willey and Sabloff (1974:148) noted that:
Prior to the 1940's archaeologists paid l i t t l e attention
to settlement patterns in the Americas. They prepared
site maps and sometimes were concerned about site locations
with reference to terrain features, but that was about as
far as 1t went. There had been no studies in which the
emphasis had been placed on the disposition of ruins, one
to another, over sizable regions; nor had attention been
given to the arrangement of features, with reference to
each other, within a site.
Willey's monograph on the settlement patterns in the Viru Valley
(W111ey:1953) consequently was a significant Impetus for the applica
tion of settlement studies in archaeology.

In this study, an emphasis

was placed on the interrelationships of sites within the Viru Valley
over a long temporal sequence.

Furthermore, Willey recognized natural as

well as cultural elements as parts of the overall study.
his research objectives he stated:
the research:

In delineating

"There were three basic parts to

(1) archaeology, or the study of human adaptation to

the valley environment over time; (2) ethnology, or the investigation
of the l i f e and ways of the modern inhabitants of the Viru; and (3)
the natural valley and its environment."
The Systemic Approach
Willey's concern in the Viru project for the relationship of man
to land and land to man anticipated the current usage of a systemic
5
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approach in archaeology.

This approach applies systems theory to

Interpretation of the archaeological record in an attempt to elucidate
the processes of cultural change.

A system 1s here defined as Ma set

of objects together with relationships between the objects and between
their attributes" (Hall and Fagan 1956:18).
noted that:

Furthermore, It - Is also

"a system has properties, functions, or purposes distinct

from Its constituent objects, relationships and attributes" (Hall and
Fagan 1956:18).

Therefore, a ll systems may be said to abide by the

same covering laws.

In employing the systemic approach in settlement

studies, cultures are viewed as one part.of a system consisting of
soclo-cultural as well as environmental elements.

Cultural change

thus represents an adaptive response to changes within the socio
cultural or environmental elements of the system.

Moreover, 1t is

proposed that by studying these changing socio/cultural and environmen
ta l relationships that the mechanisms of cultural change may be dis
cerned.
In order to Implement a settlement study, using the systemic
approach, i t is necessary to establish the pattern of socio/cultural
and physiographic relationships within the study area.

After Winters

(1969:110), a settlement pattern 1s defined as "the geographic and
physiographic relationship of a contemporaneous group of sites within
a single culture"; while a settlement system "refers to the functional
relationships among the sites contained within the settlement pattern"
Therefore, changes in settlement systems would be expected to leave
behind discernible changes in the settlement patterns, or as Flannery*
(1976:162) Skeptical Graduate Student once stated: "Just as an ice
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crystal determines the pattern of a snowflake, so does the settlement
system determine the settlement pattern". *
Geographic Models
Since much of the theory and method in settlement archaeology 1s
borrowed from geography, It. may be helpful to briefly review I t here.
In geography, settlements are often viewed as clusters of activities.
These are then grouped horizontally Into networks of settlements, and
vertically Into hierarchies of settlements dominating settlements.
Garner (1967:304-305) has noted some of the underlying assumptions upon
which geographic models are developed:
1) The spatial distribution of human activity reflects
an ordered adjustment to the factor of distance. . . . 2)
Locational decisions are taken, 1n general, so as to
minimize the frictional effects of distance . . . .
3)
All locations are endowed with a degree of accessibility
but some locations are more accessible than others . . . .
4) There 1s a tendency for human activities to agglomerate
to take advantage of scale economies . . . .
5) The
organization of human activity 1s essentially hlerarchial
1n character . . . .
6) Human occupance is focal in character.
Essentially, there are two basic types of models for settlement
evolution: deterministic models and probabllstlc models.
deterministic models two basic assumptions exist:

For the

"1) that the physical

conditions of the land are equal in all areas (settled or unsettled),
and 2) that further areas w ill not be settled until those close to the
mother settlements have been occupied"

(Haggett 1963:97).

Thus, in

deterministic models settlement 1s viewed as orderly and nonrandom.
In probaballstic models, however, growth 1s simulated by a sequence of
random numbers within basic rules:
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1) For each time period or generation (Tq, Tj , .Tjj,' • • • Tn)
every place generates at least one migrant in the order of
its origin, with the total number of migrants from each
place proportional to Its size; 2) any place may be
settled more than once and enlarged in size, provided i t
does not clash with the 'dlstance-compatibllity rule'
which restricts the size of a place according to its
distance from the larger place. . .; 3) the distance and
direction of each migrant's move is governed by numbers in
the probability matrix . . . a matrix based on empirical
studies of local population movements 1n Scandinavia
(Haggett 1963:97).
The probablistic models, therefore, view growth as largely a
"random" process following very general guidelines.

Significantly, 1n

geographic models, mathematical calculations are based on distance
measures.

Depending on the particular model, the elements of distance

being measured may vary (e .g ., in "lattice" models, distance between
nodes (settlements) is measured; land use models are based on distance
measures from a node center, etc.

Distance Is, however, always a crucial

measurement in geographic models.
Although there are sim ilarities in theory, several important
methodological differences occur between the implementation of settlement
studies in archaeology and locational analysis in geography.

For example,

geographers have available to them the total knowledge of settlement
patterns within their region of study, while the archaeologist must
discover this.

Further, geographers analyze contemporary settlements

u tilizin g existing economic records in order to establish trade links.
The archaeologist must, however, reconstruct trade networks on the basis
of material remains.

Importantly, geographers focus their studies on

man to man relationships, closely examining the economic connections
between settlements, whereas the archaeologist is generally more concerned
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with the adaptive aspect of man to land relationships.

In addition,

geographic locational analysis 1s largely based on existing western
market based economies, while archaeological study focuses on mainly on
nonwestern and peasant economies—relying heavily on ethnographic data
for comparisons.

Lastly, geographers tend to u tiliz e statistical data

1n a more abstract form generating and refining models, whereas the
archaeologists deal with material data in a much more descriptive way
usually to interpret "a case 1n point".
Reconstruction of the Settlement Pattern
In order to reconstruct a settlement pattern, the archaeologist
must f ir s t establish the bounds of the study area (universe).

This is

often delimited by natural features such as mountains, shore lines,
e tc ..

Then, the area 1s often, but not always, stratified on the basis

of environmental or other variables, and a survey conducted.
resulting sites located must then be grouped temporally,

The

usually on

the basis of an artifact typology rather than by employing physical
•

dating techniques.
Next, a typology of sites 1s created for each period.

Following

Winters (1969), this is often done on the basis of site function as
derived from data usually obtained from subsurface features regarding
technology and seasonality.

As a mechanism to assist 1n the grouping

of sites, Winters (1969) developed a quantitative measure, the "System
atic Index."

Essentially, this compares the proportions of "Fabricating

and Processing Tools" (sewing, weaving and perforating tools, e tc .);
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"Domestic Equipment" (manos and skinners); and "Weapons" (points,
fishing equipment, etc.) thereby giving an Indication of the site's
function.
The resulting functional Interpretation of sites within the
settlement pattern ( I.e .:

the settlement system) is then most frequently

compared to ethnographic data, thus creating a "verbal" model.

Somewhat

less frequently, "borrowed" geographical models are employed or computer
simulation modeling 1s u tilized , and further hypothesis testing is done.
The systemic approach has proven its e lf useful, at least
heuristlcally, in archaeology.

Flannery (1968, 1972) applied a systemic

approach in his discussion of the evolution of cultures in Mesoamerica.
The transition from food collection to sedentary agriculture is argued
by Flannery (1968) to be the result of positive feedback on exploited
subsistence resources.

This resulted in a greater yield of a particular

main resource which allowed for a larger population, which 1n turn
created a need for greater yield , etc.

Later, Flannery (1972) elaborated

on this basic premise, and related i t to other economic models in an
attempt to generate a model for the development of the state level of
government.

Significantly, he also discussed the mechanisms of change

(promotion, linearization, meddling, usurpation, and hypercoherence)
which he viewed as plausible explanations of the process of change within
these systems.
I t may be due, however, to some of the d iffic u ltie s mentioned
above, as well as some of the problems incurred in statistical analysis
(to be discussed 1n Chapter I I I ) , that relatively few studies employing
a rigorous statistical approach to settlement studies have reached
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publication.

In many instances this does not reflect the researcher's

Intention so much as i t does an Inadequacy in funding or computer
fa c ilitie s , and/or the researcher's lack of mathematical and computer
expertise.

In spite of these problems of Investigation and analysis,

however, i t appears that the application of a systemic approach 1n
archaeology may be the most fru itfu l method of studying past settlement
patterns and the processes of cultural change.
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CHAPTER I I I
STATISTICS AND SAMPLING IN ARCHEOLOGY
General Discussion
The application of statistics 1n archaeology is necessary in
order to obtain objective results from research.

In addition, i t

fa cilita te s the analysis of large data sets and makes project comparisons
more meaningful.

Unfortunately, the formation of probability statements,

true statements of significance, 1s often d iffic u lt due to problems
inherent in the methods of archaeological Investigation.

In order to

better understand the decisions made in the analysis of the Settlement
Pattern Survey project data, this section w ill review the application
of statistics to archaeology, discuss some analytical problems pertinent
to archaeological survey, and examine some options to these problems.
As archaeology became less focused upon historical reconstruction
and more concerned with explanation, an increasingly evident trend
toward data quantification developed.

Heizer and Cook (1956:230) noted

that:
The quantitative analytical approach is based upon the
principle that i f an entity can be expressed numerically,
i t is a potential source of information. This principle is
applied to all entitles that can in one way or another be
counted, weighed or measured.
Moreover, i t became increasingly obvious that in order to do scientific
research, the application of statistics was a necessity.

Binford

(1964:26-27) called attention to the need for statistical analysis,
12
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stating that:
The elaboration of theory and method which characterizes
much of the recent work 1n archaeology consists minimally
of two elements: F irs t, the active search for understanding
varia b ility 1n the archaeological record—all of the
v a ria b ility and not just that judged a priori to be
significant; second, an attempt to explain variab ility
s cien tifically, rather than by conjecture or 'hunch'.
Watson, LeBlanc and Redmond (1971:134), In their search for
explanation in archaeology similarly stress that "A scientific approach
to archaeological data requires the use of various statistical techniques."
Sampling in Archaeology
Unfortunately, in a fie ld such as archaeology 1t is not feasible
(economically or temporally) to gather a ll data pertinent to a given
problem.

For this reason, sampling techniques must be employed to

enable the Investigator to draw conclusions from his research.

Caught

up 1n the drive to make archaeology "more scientific", many archaeologists
have Increased their usage of s tatistics, Incorporating sampling tech
niques Into their research design.

As a result, Judge, Ebert, and

Hitchcock (1975:92) noted the occurrence of a somewhat different and
most significant problem:
There are few regional surveys that have been carried out
using probability sampling; even fewer archaeologists have
attempted to undertake tests of various sampling designs
using archaeological data. Most archaeological researchers
have uncritically applied sampling and designs without
attempting to discern whether cr not they were appropriate
to the problem at hand.
To date this 1s s t il l a viable criticism of many research pro
jects, and there are several factors which contribute to the problem.
Most archaeologists are not statisticians or sampling specialists and
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there 1s a tendency 1n research to duplicate methods which have been
applied 1n previous similar studies.

Also, operationalizing the most

"appropriate" sampling design may prove too expensive or too complicated,
in which case a simpler, more workable design should be employed.

Fur

thermore, because many sampling strategies are borrowed from other
disciplines, they often represent polished methods tailored to other
types of data.

Consequently, the application of some of these strategies

to archaeological data does not always present a good f i t .

In other

field s, sources of sampling bias can often be controlled, or statistics
corrected to allow for deviation.

In archaeology, however, sources of

bias are Inherent 1n the data, and most are not possible to control or
correct.

As Collins (1975:29) summed i t up:

1) Not all behavior patterns result in patterned material
culture. 2) Of those which do, not all w ill occur where
there 1s an opportunity for inclusion 1n archaeological
context. 3) Of those so occurring, not all w ill be
Included 1n such context. 4) Of those which are Included,
not all w ill be preserved. 5) Of those which are preserved
in it ia lly , not a ll w ill survive. 6) Of those surviving,
not all w ill be exposed to , or by the archaeologist. 7)
Among patterns exposed to the archaeologist, not all w ill
be perceived or properly Identified.
Moreover, c rite ria pertaining to the choice of certain survey
methods, including the physical environment of the study area as well
as temporal and economic factors, all add to the complications Involved
in selecting an "appropriate" sampling design.

Therefore, while the

significance of the research results of some projects may be questioned,
the importance of these attempts to operationalize sampling designs
should not be overlooked.
Several sampling strategies exist In the literatu re, ’Which may
be modified with regard to the above c rite ria to fa c ilita te research.
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The most basic 1s the simple random sample.

In order to draw a simple

random sample, each element In the study Is numbered.

Then, a certain

percentage of the elements 1s selected 1n a manner that each element
has an equal chance of being chosen.

This Is usually accomplished by

reading off numbers from a table of random numbers.

Numerous variations

of random sampling exist, and an excellent summary of several variations
1s presented by Redman (1974).

However, for present purposes the

author w ill b rie fly describe a few sampling strategies which are commonly
employed in drawing areal samples for archaeological survey.
Stratified Sampling
Stratified sampling 1s accomplished by dividing the study area
into two or more zones—often, but not always, on the basis of environ
mental variables.

The area of each zone is figured and, usually, a

proportional sample (e .g ., 203C) 1s drawn from each zone for comparison.
This creates a dispersed sample and allows for more precise comparison
between zones than would be possible 1f an unstratified simple random
sample were employed.

However, stratification done on the basis of

environmental variables, does require a fa ir ly detailed knowledge of
the environment.
Systematic Sampling
Systematic sampling 1s another variation whereby the in itia l
sample unit 1s selected randomly, and the additional sampling units are
drawn at fixed, even intervals (e .g ., every 3rd, 4th, etc.) that are
determined by the researcher.

Furthermore, the sample units may be
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selected in such a manner that the units line up so that a geometric
pattern or-"aligned sample" is formed, or an interval may be selected
such that an "unaligned" sample is drawn.

While these samples may

result in mbre regularly spaced coverage, they can also create a severe
bias i f there is a coincidental spacing in the data.

Also, because of

the random start, the precise sample size may be d iffic u lt to obtain
within the fixed bounds of the sample universe.
Nested Sampling
Nested sampling or hierarchical sampling is done by grouping the
sample units into equal sized large blocks.
these large blocks is then selected.

A certain percentage of

This type of sampling appears to

be particularly useful for survey of large areas, in that i t assures a
certain amount of random dispersion yet sample units are somewhat
grouped to reduce travel between units.
Areal Sample Units
In addition to selecting one of the types of random samples,
there is also a choice to be made among the different types of areal
sample units.

Most commonly employed are the quadrat, a square con

figuration, and the transect, a linear traverse or rectangular unit.
Both have parameters which are arb itra rily selected by the researcher.
The efficiency of these units depends not

only on their size, but the

physical environment of the study area as

well asthe sample method

employed.

Judge, Ebert and Hitchcock (1975:120) concluded after testing
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the effectiveness of these units that:
When estimating site attributes within ecological zones,
as opposed to estimating site frequency, I t 1s possible
that the linear bias of transects may affect their
r e lia b ility , and 1n such cases quadrats may be better
estlmaters. In any case there seems l i t t l e doubt that
systematic designs are as effective as random designs.
This Is significant, since Interval transects are much
more practical to Implement 1n the fie ld than other sampling
designs. I t should also be noted that transects are
effective 1n providing data to test the validity of the
c rite ria employed 1n the In itia l stratification of the
regions, by accurately predicting variations 1n site
density between zones. In attempting to Isolate the source
of this variation by analyzing specific site attributes,
however, the quadrat designs may well be more effective.
Sampling Problems in Archaeology
Once a sampling design has been selected, further analytical
problems often arise for survey projects.

Most statistics are designed

to operate on the assumption of a random sample, whether the sample
was simple, s tra tifie d , nested, or any of these 1n combination.

While

the selection of a random sample may pose minimal problems for some
studies, i t often represents a significant problem for regional archeo
logical survey.

Most survey projects necessarily u tiliz e a random

sample of land units (transects, quadrats, etc.)
elements rather than sites.

as their sample

(In order to draw a random sample of sites,

one must have prior knowledge of all sites 1n the study area; obviously,
i f one had this knowledge, there would be l i t t l e need for survey.)
Consequently, although the sample is selected in land units, the emphasis
in analysis is often shifted to the sites.

Researchers, then, are not

using a true random sample of sites, but rather a cluster sample.
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Cluster Sampling
A cluster sample Is simply a sample based on "clustered" elements
rather than Individuals.

In many branches of the social sciences,

cluster sampling 1s employed 1n surveys.

People, the elements of

study, are "clustered" Into neighborhoods, and a randomly drawn sample
of these neighborhoods 1s surveyed.

This represents a much more econ

omical expenditure of time and monies than would be required to obtain
a random sample of people.

Similarly, in regional archaeological

survey, the region 1s broken Into areal units and these units are
sampled and surveyed.

The elements of the study, 1n this Instance

sites rather than people, located within the surveyed areal unit there
fore represent a "clustered sample" of the elements (sites) 1n the study
universe.
Because this sample of sites does not represent a true random
sample of sites, but rather a cluster sample, statistics used to
describe characteristics of the sites should also be based on the
premise of a cluster sample—not on a random sample.

This 1s because

a cluster sample 1s not as efficient as a random sample.

Blalock

(1960:409) suggests that statistics based on a clustered sample with a
N-800 may be more equatlble to statistics based on a simple random
sample with a N-500, and that when the clustered sample N=800 1s used,
results are far more lik e ly to suggest significance than they actually
do.

Mueller (1974:63) further explains this d iffic u lty :
Many formulas, such as Students t-te s t, Chi-square, use N
as the denominator of a fractional index. In these
formulas, the use of the incorrect N (equal to 800 in this
hypothetical case) as a devisor w ill produce a smaller
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result than i f the denominator, corrected to N=500, were
divided into the same numerator. That Is , the Incorrect N
produces values of the statistical test smaller than does
the adjusted N, allowing for greater probability that the
s tatis tic w ill be less than the listed value by which
significance 1s determined.
An example of some of these problems 1s discussed by Jack Nance
(1979) 1n a critique of an archaeological survey conducted by William
Lovis of Michigan State University (Lovis 1976).

To review this survey

b rie fly , Lovis also used 1/4 sections as sample units, and the area
was stratified environmentally on the basis of soils and stream dis
section.

Crews consisted of three or persons, and were spaced 100

yards apart.

In areas of poor surface visab llity, 1' x 1' test units

were made at 100 yard intervals.

More Intensive testing was done when

sites were encountered to establish the limits of the site.
the Inland Waterway Survey produced 13 prehistoric sites.

In a ll,
This data

was then used to test two hypotheses u tilizin g the chi square s ta tis tic .
The #1 null hypothesis examined the relationship between the
presence of ceramics and environmental zone.

The results of this test

had a £ greater than .02, meaning that the results of this were within
the realm of chance.

The #2 null hypothesis examined the relationship

between site location and proximity to water.

The results of this test

had a £ less than .0018, meaning that the results were not within the
realm of chance.

Based on the results of hypothesis #2, Lovis conducted

an Intensive survey directed at modern and fossil beaches and located
an additional 29 sites;

Lovis appraised the strategies and concluded

that probability sampling was a useful method of site location in
Woodland situations.
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Nance (1979) criticized Lovis' methodology on three main points:
f ir s t , the sample unit selected was the 1/4 section while the study
unit was the archaeological s ite .

This altered the sample (as mentioned

above) to a clustered sample, which consequently severely skewed the
ch1 square s ta tis tic .

Second, because of the test pitting employed,

Nance questioned whether the sample size was accurate.

In a study

where a sample of 20< 1s selected, the sample unit must be to ta lly
surveyed.

For units entirely covered by test pitting, he estimates an

actual sample fraction of only .000009.

Lastly, he is concerned over

confining the results of two different surveys, u tilizin g two different
sampling strategies.

Again, the basic statistical necessity of a

random sample of the total universe is lacking.

Concluding, Nance

suggested that either the analysis should be based on the sample unit,
rather than the site, or that calculations pertaining to a clustered
sample be used.

Also, 1n regard to testing 1n areas of poor vlsab ility,

Nance suggested that the true sample fraction could be determined from
figuring the percentage of each unit covered visually and correcting
for sub-sampling.

(More discussion on the fe as ib ility of this is

found 1n Chapter IV).
Statistical Options for the Clustered Sample
In order to deal more effectively with these types of problems,
several solutions have been suggested:

(1) adjust the formulas to

allow for a clustered sample, (2) use formulas conducive to proper
cluster analysis, (3) shift the focus of the study away from the elementslte to the element-land unit.
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In regard to the f ir s t option, although Blalock (1960:409) stated:
"A cluster sample of 800 may be equivalent in efficiency to a simple random
sample of 500 . .
formula.

this should not be misconstrued Into a conversion

No actual formula 1s presented and no single conversion formula

exists for adjusting statistics to reflect a clustered sample.

A

statistician specializing in sampling must be employed to ta ilo r an
equation for a specific data set, and depending on the data set, this
1s not always possible.
The second option is somewhat more viable.

Many forms of analysis

exist which are centered on the sim ilarity/dissim ilarity between sets
of elements.

Cowglll (1968) presents an excellent general summary of

three of an In fin ite set of these techniques which may pertain to
archaeological data:

factoral, proximity, and cluster analysis.

These

are somewhat more limited 1n their scope because they are descriptive
rather than probabaHstic statistics.

They measure the closeness between

sets, but do not assess the significance of that relationship.

This

type of analysis 1s very useful 1n terms of ordering and grouping data
1n a meaningful manner so that summarization of the data 1s facilitated
although probability statements are not formulated.
The last option, perhaps the most promising, has not been fu lly
explored.

David Thomas (1975) utilizes a nonsite approach in the

analysis of data recovered in the Reese River Regional Survey project.
Thomas abandons the site concept 1n favor of analysis of the sample
quadrat as the basic element of analysis.

In summary, the hypothesis

being tested was based on Shoshone ethnographic data and stated that
certain techno-economic activities took place within certain environments.
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The area was divided Into separate domains on the basis of the environ
ment.

Each was divided into quadrats (500m^), and a random sample

drawn from each domain.

The resulting samples were then compared on

the basis of two measures: density and dispersion.

Thomas fe lt that

because of discrepancies and confusion 1n defining what a site consists
of, 1t would be more helpful to avoid using a site concept, and focused,
rather, on counts of artlfactual material recovered from each quadrat.
Materials were, however, collected from sites which f e ll within quadrats
and were conventionally collected and recorded as such.

"Element

sampling of quadrats considers artifact and debltage counts as observa
tions about the tracts, without concrete referents beyond the numbers
themselves" (Thomas 1975:66).

Thus, the density or dispersion of

artifacts 1n a quadrat represents only one of numerous other charac
teristics of that quadrat (e .g ., environmental domain, e tc .).

In

Thomas' analysis, the attributes of the artifacts are of no Interest:
"All projectile points assume, for example, exactly equal status whether
whole or broken, large or small, of basalt, obsidian or rhyolite.
This 1s so all artifacts are reduced to a single count 1n the density
computation for each tract" (Thomas 1975:65).

These counts were compared

to a computer generated model of expected dens1ty/disper1on frequencies
1n order to test the hypothesis.

I t should be noted, however, that in

examining other questions about the attributes of the data such as the
size and distribution of the artifacts, that the focus changed from
the quadrat to the artifacts.

Correspondingly, a change occurred in

the sample from a simple random sample to a clustered sample:
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So long as the elements In the sample are the sampling
quadrats, the design is S.R.S. and rather elementary
formulas can be used 1n the analysis of the data. But
comparing specific qualities (such as size, shape, sharpness,
e tc.) requires a basic redefinition of the sampling unit.
No longer 1s the element the sampling quadrat, the element
1s now the cultural Item Its e lf (Thomas 1975:78).
To conclude, In the design and analysis of most archaeological
surveys, an Immediate concern should be sampling.

Because 1t 1s

not possible to obtain a true random sample of sites, a cluster sample
1s often u tilize d .

As a result, 1n the analysis either the statistical

formulas must be adjusted to allow for the clustered sample; descriptive
statistics conducive to cluster analysis should be employed or the
total focus of the study, should be shifted from the site to the land
unit.

The appropriate selection among these choices 1s usually depen

dent on many factors pertaining to a particular data set, consequently
consultation with a statistician as well as with computer fa c ility
personnel 1s advisable.
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CHAPTER IV
PRIOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN ALLEGAN COUNTY
The Settlement Pattern Survey, implemented 1n the spring of 1978
under the direction of Dr. Elizabeth Garland of Western Michigan
University, represents the f ir s t Intensive and systematic archaeological
survey of Allegan County for the purpose of discerning patterns of
prehistoric settlement.

The need for this intensive survey is apparent

when prior research efforts 1n the area are reviewed.
Archaeological investigation of the Kalamazoo River Valley
(Map 1) was formally initiated under the direction of Dr. Garland 1n
the 1960's.

A number of sites were tested by the Kalamazoo Valley

Chapter of the Michigan Archaeological Society under the direction of
Dr. Garland.

In 1968 and 1969, Western Michigan University fie ld

schools were conducted in the area.

In 1973, a three and one-half

week nonsystematic survey including site revisitation, artifact collec
tion, and photographing of collections of artifacts, as well as site
location, was directed by Dr.

Garland in the Valley.

The 1973 site

survey indicated that prehistoric occupation of the Kalamazoo Basin
upriver through Calhoun County was relatively very sparse 1n comparison
with the Lower Kalamazoo from approximately PTainwell to the mouth of
the Kalamazoo at Saugatuck.
These early research efforts resulted in the location
of sites primarily from the Late Archaic and Late Woodland periods.
Notable gaps for the Early and Middle Archaic as well as the Early and
24
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Middle Woodland Periods were observed.

In addition, Paleo-Indlan sites

1n the valley were limited to a small number of Isolated finds.

The

reason for these gaps, whether due to sampling error, or the absence
of populations 1n the Valley for these periods, was not dlscernable
based on existing data.
In an attempt to identify environmental variables which may have
Influenced prehistoric site location, an archaeological survey of the
Kalamazoo Basin (KBS) under the direction of Dr. William Cremin was
conducted between 1976 and 1980.

In the KBS study, a series of transects

across the Kalamazoo Valley were selected as survey areas (Map 2).

hza

MAP 2
LOCATIONS OF KSS TRANSECTS AND SURVEYEO 8PS
. TOWNSHIPS IN ALLEGAN COUNTY

KBS Transact

W l M II m
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f ir s t two KBS fie ld seasons, 1976 and 1977, were conducted in
Allegan County, and their results w ill be b riefly summarized here.
In the In itia l Kalamazoo Basin Survey season, a 16 section
transect 1n the lower valley was surveyed 1n conjunction with the
Western Michigan University fie ld school.

Data from this project were

Incorporated into a Master's thesis by Phi1Up Neuslus (1978).
survey team consisted of one supervisor and four students.

The

Because

only areas of good surface v is ib ility , mainly plowed field s, were
surveyed, shovel probing was not employed.

Actual coverage of the

universe Is approximated at 29% (Neuslus 1978).
As a result of the 1976 KBS season, 24 new sites were added to
the previously known 13 sites 1n the area.

Of these, 20 produced

diagnostic artifacts which allowed for the broad cultural placement of
the sites (Neuslus 1978:19).

However, when these 20 sites were arranged

chronologically, 1t was found that contemporary sites were too few
1n number and did not exhibit the v aria b ility 1n environmental setting
from which the total settlement patterning could be discerned.

The

results of the 1976 KBS season yielded no new Information 1n regard to
the Paleo-Indlan, Early and Middle Archaic, or Early and Middle Woodland
periods.

Although the data is scanty, the Late Archaic and possibly

some aceramic Early Woodland sites did appear to be associated with
sand ridges 1n upland areas as well as 1n riverine contexts.

For the

Late Woodland, sites were observed (Neuslus:1978) along river bluff
and shorelines 1n addition to upland locations.

Neuslus (1978) sugges

ted that the upland sites may represent a winter dispersal of popula-
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t1on.

However, strong archaeological data to support this hypothesis,

or any other, remained lacking for the Kalamazoo River Basin.
At the end of the 1977 KBS season, a total of 62 sites had been
located.

However, as Cremln (1978:26) notes:
With rare exception, surface collections yielded only
small quantities of cultural debris and few diagnostic
Items. On the basis of data currently available to
us 1t 1s apparent that the prehistoric occupation
of the project area spans the Archaic and Woodland
periods. No sites evidence utilizatio n by PaleoIndlan hunters of the Terminal Pleistocene.

Consequently, l i t t l e new Information was shed on prehistoric settlement
patterning of the Lower Kalamazoo.
The Settlement Pattern Survey (SPS), Initiated 1n 1978 by Dr.
Elizabeth Garland, 1s an Intensive, systematic survey program 1n Allegan
County, encompassing the Lower Kalamazoo drainage.

Three fie ld seasons

have been completed to date (Garland and Kingsley, 1979; Garland and
Rhead, 1980; Garland and Parach1n1, 1981).

The results of the f ir s t

two fie ld seasons, 1978 and 1979, 1n Western Allegan County form the
data base for the analysis which w ill be presented In later chapters.
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CHAPTER V
THE ENVIRONMENT OF ALLEGAN COUNTY
The SPS project area, Allegan County, encompasses some 537,169
acres In southwestern Michigan and represents a unique combination of
varied environments.

The topography as seen today 1s the result of

glacial deposition during the Cary substage of the Wisconsin glaciation
some 12,500 years ago.

High terminal moraines, ground moraines, outwash

plains and glacial lake beds comprise the major glacial characteristics
of Its topography (Map 3).

28
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Soils
Related to these glacial features the Soil Conservation Service
has delineated 14 soil associations (Map 4); their basic composition
and characteristics are listed In Table 1 (USDA 1977:

Figure 5-2).

These diversified soils vary significantly in their potential for
subsistence exploitation, and Table 2 (USDA 1972, 1977) lis ts each
soil association's productivity potential.

— • ••

’

'
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MAP 4

j

SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF ALLEGAN COUNTY, MICHIGAN
(See Table 2 for identification of soils)
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TABLE 1
Compositions and Characteristics of Allegan County Soils

SOIL ASSOCIATIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

B lo u n t'M o tle y A ssociation. Tliese nta medium lexturod s o ils that lie
on neatly level to g ently sloping topography. They m e developed In
predomlnnnlly cla y, cln y loam, and s ilty cla y g la cia l III). The Internal
drainage o l these s o ils ranges Irani well-drained to poorly drained but
they a ll have low pennenhlllly rates.
Miami •Conover A ssociation. Medium lexlured s o ils Ihnt lie on genlly
sloping to ro llln q topography. These so ils are developed In predom
inantly loam, s ilt loam, nnd cla y loam g la cia l (III. The Internal drainage
o f these s o ils rangos from well-drnlnod to poorly drained. The perme
a b ility rates are medium.
O a kville -S p in ks•O stem o A ssoclallott. These are coarse loxlttred so ils
on nearly level lo sloop lopogmphy. They ate developed In sand, sandy
loam, s lra llllo d sand and loamy sand, nnd s tra tille d sand and gravel.
They are w ell-dinlned s o ils w ith high perm onbillty rales.
Kalamazoo-Oshlemo Association. Coarse lexlured s o ils no level to
ge n lly sloping topography. These s o ils are developed In sandy cla y
loam, sandy loam, and cln y loam overlying s tra tifie d sanrl and gravel.
They nro well-drained s n lls w ith medium to high p eim enbltlly rates.

5.

Oshlemo-Kalamazoo Association. Tlieso so ils are sim ila r lo those
In Soil Association 4 except that I hoy lie on sloping lo steep topography
and land lo be more snndy.

6.

O rad y-Q lllo rd A ssociation. Tliese nre coarse lexlured s o ils on level
lo depresslonnl topography. They are developed In sandy loom lo
snixly clny loam outwnsh m aterial overlying s lrn lllle d sand nnd gravel.
They are somewhat poorly drained so ils w ith medium perm enhlllty rales.

'

O a kville A ssociation. Conrsn-lexlitrnd s n lls ly in g on steep topography.
They ate developed In snnd or loamy sand dunes nnd outwnsh m nletlnl.
They are well-drained and have high perm eability rates.

g,

A d rin n -llou g h to u A ssociation. Organic s o ils developed on murk over
pent, th e y rnuge from I? or mote In d ie s o f muck or peal nvar snnd
to more than 42 In d ie s o l peat anil muck. Tliey are level lo depresslonnl
w ith v rrv poor d in lm n e .

10.

Kibble-C olw ood A ssociation. Medium lexlured s o ils lyin g on level In
depresslonal topography. They a re developed In loam or s ill loam
overlying s tra tille d s ill and fine snnd. The s o ils are poorly dralnod
and have medium perm eability rales.

11

Qrnnby - AuGtes A ssociation. These ato conrse-lexlured so ils devotnpeil
In deep outwnsh snnds. They me lovel lo depresslonal, are poorly
drained and have high perm enbillly rales.

)2

Miami -H ills d a le A ssociation. Medium to conrse-lexlured s n lls on ro llln q
to sleep lopoqraphy. They nre developed In g la c ia l d r ill nnd III*
ranging from sandy loom, loam nnd s il l loam, lo sandy cln y loam. These
nre well-drained s o ils w ith medium tretm enblllly rales.

|j

S ellrldge-M elen-S pinks A ssociation. Coarse lexlured s a ils on level In
genlly sloplnq topography. They nre developed In loamy sands over
lyin g cla y loam, snndy c la y loam, s lll-lo n m . nnd snnd g la c ia l d r ill or
t i l l . The s o ils range from welf-drnlned In somewhat poorly drained nnd
Imve medium lo high perm eability rales.

14.

Rubleon-nrnnby A ssociation. Conrse-lexlured s o ils Ihnt lie on level
to genlly sloping topography. Tlioy me developed In deep, snndy out
wnsh, dune, or Inko p la in m aterials, lir e s o ils rongo hum well-drnlned
to poorly drained. They a ll have high fierm enblllly rales.

32

TABLE 2.

Soil Suitability Data

Definitions for Table 2
Grain:

Cultivated crops (corn, oats, rye, etc.)

Wild Herbs: Native annuals and perennials (strawberries,
dandelion, goldenrod, wild oats, lambsquarter, ragweed, etc.
Hardwood and woody pi ants: Trees and shrubs which produce
food for w ild life In the form of sprouts, fru its , seeds,
etc. (maple, beech, oak, poplar, birch, dogwood, willow,
hawthorn, viburnum, wlntergreen, raspberries, blackberries,
cherries, grapes, blueberries).
Conifers:
juniper.

White cedar, hemlock, balsam, f i r , yew, larch and

Wetland plants: For food and cover for waterfowl and
furbearlng animals: c a tta il, sedges, bulrlshes, smartweed,
wild m ille t, water plantain, wild rice, arrowhead, pondweed,
pickerel weed, wild celery, duckweed, and burrweed.
Openland w ild life : Bird and mammals which normally occupy
meadows, cropland and pastures, and places overgrown with
grasses, herbs, and shrubs (red fox, cottontail, woodchuck,
quail, pheasant, larks, sparrows and hawks).
Woodland w ild life : Birds and mammals which frequent areas
of hardwood treets, coniferous trees, shrubs or a mixture
of these (deer, gray fox, raccoons, squirrels, ruffed
grouse, woodcock, woodpeckers, warblers, nuthatch, owls, e tc .).
Wetland w ild life: Birds and mammals which inhabit ponds,
marshes, or swamps (muskrat, beaver, mink, duck, geese,
herons, cranes, bitterns, r a ils , kingfisher, etc.)
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TABLE 2.

Key:

Soil S uitability Data

ns^ not suited/ ps^ poorly suited/ s^ suited/ ws2 well suited

Soil

Grain

Wild
Herbs

Hardwood
& Hoody
Plants

Conifers

Wetland
Plants

Openland
W ildlife

Woodland
W ildlife

Wetland
W ildlife

Blount
Morley (1)

s/s

ws/ws

s/ws

ps/ps

s/ns

ws/s

s/s

s/ns

Oakville
Spinks
Oshtemo (3)

PS
ps
s

ws
ws
ws

ws
ws
ws

s
s
PS

ns
ns
ns

s
s
ws

ws
ws
ws

ns
ns
ns

Kalamazoo
Oshtemo (4)

s

ws

ws

PS

ns

ws

ws

ns

Oakville (7)

PS

ws

ws

s

ns

s

ws

ns

Adrian
Houghton (8)

ns
ns

ps
PS

ps
ps

ws
ws

ws
ws

ps
ps

PS
ps

ws
ws

Granby
AuGres (11)

ns
ns

PS
PS

ps
ps

ws
ws

PS
ns

ps
ps

ps
ps

PS
ps

Miami
Hillsdale (12)

PS
s

ws
ws

ws
ws

ps
ps

ns
ns

s
ws

s
ws

ns
ns

Selfridge
Metea
Spinks (13)

PS

ws

ws

s

ns

s

ws

ns

Rubleon
Granby
Croswell (14)

ns
ns
ns

ps
ps
ps

ps
ps
ps

ws
ws
ws

ns
ns
ns

ps
ps
ps

PS
ps
ps

ns
ps
ns

GO
CO
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Drainage Networks
Over 17,000 acres of the county's wetlands are drained by three
watersheds.

The Smallest 1s the Macatawa, which drains Into Lake

Michigan just north of the county line at Holland, Michigan.

Somewhat

larger, the Black River flows Into Lake Michigan at South Haven.

How

ever, the central and primary drainage for the county 1s the Kalamazoo,
which drains Into Lake Michigan at Saugatuck.

The Kalamazoo River 1s

now largely confined within the bed of a much larger glacial run-off
channel.

Because the current flow 1s far below the capacity of the

bed, the main channel 1s often flanked by marshy shallows which absorb
flood waters; consequently,'little teracing or down cutting has taken
place (USDA 1977:5).
Fauna
Overall, Allegan County has 116 miles of Top Quality Warm Water
Streams, 174 miles of Second Quality Warm Water Streams, 17 miles of
Top Quality Cold Water Streams, and 86 Miles of Second Quality Cold
Water Streams, for a total of 393 miles of streams with suitable
potential for fish hatcheries—the.highest total for the ten county
Kalamazoo-Black-Macatawa-Paw Paw Rivers Basin study area (USDA 1977:
5-21).

Major game fish in the county's streams Include brook trout,

brown trout, walleye, smallmouth and largemouth bass, northern pike,
catfish and suckers.

Chinook salmon have also been recently Introduced.

Although sturgeon were once abundant in the Kalamazoo, they are less so
today.
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The wetlands adjacent to these streams attract much potentially
exploitable w ild life other than fish.

M1nk, beaver, river otter,

muskrat, amd Importantly waterfowl are all found 1n the county's
wetlands.

Two major blocks of Canadian geese (the Mississippi flock,

today numbering about 300,000, and the Tennessee Valley flock, now
numbering about 150,000) concentrate yearly at points along the Kalamzoo
as do ducks and other waterfowl.

Other potentially exploitable upland

species such as turkey, mourning dove, ring-necked pheasant (Introduced
historically), bob white quail, ruffed grouse, whltetall deer, elk
(prehlstorlcally), bear, cottontail, rabbit, raccoon, fox, coyote, and
badger are also to be found within the county (USDA 1977:5).
Vegetation
Although the county lies 1n the Carollnean Biotic Province,
classified by a pre-settlement climax forest of oak-hickory (Veatch
1959), the northern part of the county lies in the transition zone,
where many northern species typical of an oak-pine climax approach
their southern tolerance limitations and m^y be found along with southern
species.

Climax vegetation 1s characteristically oak-p1ne, beech-maple,

and occasionally hemlock along the lake.

Botanically, a wide variety

of species 1s native to the county, these range from a variety of acquatlc
plants to pr1ckly-pear cactus in more arid prairie areas (Pippen 1976:14).
Climate
Although there has been some debate in the literature over the
validity of comparing current (19th Century) climates and environments
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with prehistoric times, Zawackl and Hausfater (1969) have argued for a
significant degree of comparability between 19th Century presettlement
forest development and the Woodland Period in the lower Illin o is Valley.
Neusius (1978:15) is less optimistic and suggests that for the Lower
Kalamazoo River Valley, given "the fact that . . . (1t) lies in a
tension zone separating two major biotic provinces . . .relatively
small variations in, for example, temperature would tend to have a
greater effect on the plant communities 1n this area than i t would in
other areas."

However, given the moderating climatic effect of Lake

Michigan, a fa ir ly stable climate through the Woodland is proposed, at
least for the western most portion of the county which is here under
study.
The moderating "lake effect" has been noted in a discussion of
the climate for the Kalamazoo-Black-Macatawa-Paw Paw Rivers Basin
(USDA 1977:5-2):
The Basin's climate is continental in type and severity.
Average annual precipitation is about 32 inches, and
snowfall exceeds 40 inches annually. Average July
temperature is 72 degrees and average January temperature
1s about 24 degrees. Average January temperature is
slightly warmer near Lake Michigan, being about 26 degrees.
The average annual growing season ranges from about l53~
days at tne end of the Basin to 184 days along Lake Michigan.
The significance of the Lake effect upon plant species led Pippen,
in an assessment of the herbaceous and shrubby plant species of the
Basin area, to state that:

"The influence of Lake Michigan, nearby,

moderates the climate so that a number of plant species thrive or survive
that might not otherwise occur in this area" (Pippen 1976:1) [Emphasis added].
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To summarize, the diverse topography, drainage, and soil types
found in Allegan County provide a base for a rich mosaic of microen
vironments.

Furthermore, the lake effect, combined with location in a

transition zone between two major biotic provinces, Increases the
total number of species to be expected.

As Odum (1959:278) observes:

The ecotonal community commonly contains many of the organ
1s1ms of each of the overlapping communities and, in addition,
organisms which are characteristic of and are often restricted
to the ecotone. Often, both the number of species and the
population density of some of the species are greater 1n the
ecotone than 1n the communities flanking 1t.
This would appear to be particularly applicable to the 1978 and
1979 SPS study areas which He on the westernmost section of the county
from 0-12 miles Inland, and which experience the maximum lake effect.
Further, assuming that the lake effect has been a constant factor
since the stabilization of the lake levels at about 3000 B.C.

approxi

mating the beginning of the Late Archaic period, I t may be valid to
accept the above discussion of the study area from that time forward.
Greater climatic fluctuations must be taken Into consideration
before attempting what must remain a more hypothetical reconstruction
of the environment prior to the Late Archaic.
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CHAPTER VI
THE SETTLEMENT PATTERN SURVEY; FIELD METHODS
The Settlement Pattern Survey, designed in 1977 by Dr. Elizabeth
Garland for implementation 1n 1978, 1s an Intensive systematic survey
aimed at locating patterns of prehistoric settlement in Allegan County,
Michigan.

Allegan County was selected as the study area (Map 1) because

i t encompasses most of the drainage area of the Lower Kalamzoo River.
Selection of a sampling strategy proved to be d iffic u lt.

Consideration

was given to stratification of the sample on the basis of environmental
variables, however, the extreme mosaic character of the environment,
particularly the soils, made any sampling based on such a stratification
both cumbersome to apply and subject to considerable error.

Furthermore,

even when attempts were made to s tra tify on the basis of generalized
soil and water variables, 14 soil associations and 10 possible water
relationships were found to be present.

Moreover, these appeared to

be present in almost a ll possible combinations, reflecting the environ
mental complexity of the area.

Consequently, a sampling design employing

a 20% random areal sample by 1/4 section was chosen, with stratification
by township to assure a more even coverage of the county.

For each

site located, detailed records were made pertaining to soil types,
water associations and surface geology as well as cultural materials
(Appendix A).
To implement the survey a 20% sample of 1/4 sections drawn from
Laketown, Saugatuck, Ganges, Fillmore, and Manlius townships were targeted
38
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for the 1978 season.

Goals were set for 100% coverage of sample units

and 50% cultural Identification of sites located.

Alternate units were

selected for units where attainable coverage was less than 80%.

In

areas where v is ib ility was less than 50% shovel probes were placed
at 25 pace Intervals.

When sites were encountered using this tech

nique, further probing was done at closer Intervals until the site
parameters were established.

Rarely was the ground surface visablllty

so poor that the entire 1/4 section unit had to be probed.
In this in itia l season, two teams of three survey personnel
and one student rotated from fie ld school excavations composed the
crew.

Crew members were spaced 25 paces apart, and with the aid of a

compass bearing, passed back and forth across the sample unit collecting
and recording data for sites as they were encountered.

Because of the

emphasis placed on cultural identification of sites, efforts were made
to revisit those which produced no diagnostic materials, yet showed
potential due to size or density.

Also, efforts were made to view and

photograph land owners' collections.
In 1978, surveys 1n Laketown, Saugatuck, Ganges, and Manlius
townships were completed, and survey 1n Fillmore township was i n i t i 
ated.

Concluding the 7-1/2 week season (from May 1 - June 21), 198

prehistoric sites were located 1n addition to 14 previously known
sites in the completed units (Garland and Kingsley 1979).

Of these

212 prehistoric sites, 87 prehistoric components were tentatively
Identified on the basis of diagnostic artifacts which were either
located at the site or were from collections which we were confident
had come from the site.

In only two instances placement was assigned
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in the absence of diagnostic elements.

For SPS-78-34, identification

as Woodland was based on the presence of a notched net sinker and very
close proximity to other Woodland sites.

For SPS-78-109, placement was

assigned to Woodland due to the presence of a Woodland site only 200 yards
to the east.
The resulting prehistoric components were

brokendown as follows:

Paleo-Indlan
Early Archaic
Late Archaic
Archaic
Woodland
Late Allegan Phase Late Woodland
[TotalComponents]

2
5
19
26
26
9
B7

I t should be noted that some sites were multi-component and also that
another eight had historic components that w ill not be further considered
here.
The 1979 season targeted Fillmore, Casco, Clyde and Lee Townships.
In order to expedite the conclusion of survey in the remainder of F i l l more Township, letters were sent out in advance of the fie ld season to
obtain permission for survey from residents in sample units.

The main

focus for the 1979 season, however, was the southwest corner of the
county which is drained primarily by the Black River*.

Comparison of

settlement between the Kalamazoo and Black drainages was an Important
objective.

Overall procedures remained the same as for the 1978

season, except that coverage figures included soil probing percentages,
and land unit forms (Appendix A) were used in addition to site forms.
Crews consisted of two teams of two survey staff and two students
rotated from fie ld school a ctivities.

At the end of the 1979 season,

survey was completed for Fillmore, Casco and Clyde townships, and a
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total of 59 sites were located.

From these, 10 prehistoric components

were Identified on the basis of 11th1c and/or ceramic typology (Garland
& Rhead 1980):
Pal eo-Indian
Archaic
Woodland

1
7
2
ITT

For both years 97 components were Identified out of 271 sites:
Paleo-Indlan
Early Archaic
Late Archaic
Archaic
Late Woodland
Woodland

3
6
21
30
26
26
17

Land unit forms (Appendix A) were fille d out for the 1978 fie ld
season with the aid of topographic maps and fie ld notes to allow for a
land unit based analysis.

However, estimates of decreased sample size

due to shovel probing was not attempted.

The Import of the reduced

sample fraction for this project resulting from subsurface probes (Nance
1979, as discussed in Chapter I I I ) was re-evaluated for several reasons.
Importantly, SPS employed a more Intensive subsampling strategy, units
at 25 paces rather than at 100 yard intervals as was done on the Inland
Waterway Survey (Lovls 1976).

Also, the SPS study universe has a

considerably higher site density than that of the Inland Waterway
universe, therefore i t would appear that the r e lia b ility of the tech
nique for site location for the SPS project should be Increased (Nance
1979).

In addition, surface v is ib ility within the forested SPS units

almost always Included sandy drive accesses, sand blow-outs, or other
eroslonal features and in some Instances sparse vegetational cover,
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which effectively Increased coverage well beyond the .000009 sample
fraction which could have been ascribed to them (Nance 1979).

In

general defense of this technique, i t should be noted that Lovls devised
the technique for use in forested areas where survey 1s often badly
needed, but d iffic u lt to conduct at best.

Furthermore, subsoil coverage

of the land unit allows Interpretation not only of where sites are but
where they are not.

Restriction of survey to only areas of good surface

v is ib ility , particularly where there 1s a great deal of environmental
diversity with1n the land unit could, 1n Its e lf, severely bias the
data.

Moreover, 1 f 1 t 1s necessary to correct for shovel probing, 1t

would also seem necessary to correct for the percentage of fie ld covered
by crop rows, dusty conditions, and freshly plowed but muddy fields as
compared to plowed fields surveyed after being cleaned by rain or
wind.

Coverage, therefore, was recognized to be yet another variable

which cannot be easily controlled or corrected for in archaeological
survey.

Consequently, no further attempts to do so were made 1n this

study.
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CHAPTER VII
SETTLEMENT PATTERN SURVEY; DATA ANALYSIS
The Settlement Pattern Survey generated a wealth of material
describing sites and their environmental settings.

Indeed, the sheer

amount of data generated prompted a computer assisted analysis.

This

analysis began in 1978 with the data from the f ir s t SPS fie ld season,
and later incorporated data generated from the 1979 season.

This

chapter w ill discuss some of the d iffic u lties encountered1n this
analysis, as well as the results of the different techniques employed.
In the fa ll of 1978, data from the f ir s t SPS fie ld season was
prepared for analysis.

In order to fa c ilita te data entry on the PDP 10

computer at Western Michigan University, each of the 212 sites was
in it ia lly coded on optical scan forms (Appendix A) for 64 variables.
Thirty-five of these variables reflected environmental associations,
the remainder were descriptive, including Information such as site
size, elevation, cultural materials, e tc ..

Information on the optical

scan forms was then transferred to storage on disc, and an access f ile
created.
Frequency Distributions
In order to obtain a general description of the data, preliminary
frequency distributions were created for each temporal/cultural grouping
of sites.

These distributions demonstrated the relationship of the

43
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sites to surface formation, soils, and water associations.

Meaningful

variations In'the frequency distributions occurred between the Archaic
and Woodland sites (Table 3 ).
Table 3
1978 Frequency Distributions for Archaic and Woodland Sites

Variable:

Archaic (n=50)

Woodland (n=35)

Dune
Moraine
Outwash Plain
Lake Bed
Glacial Lakeshore

49%
82%
4%
2%
24%

43%
84%
0
8%
27%

Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil

57%
31%
18%
8%
6%
29%

43%
78%
41%
0
3%
32%

4%
6%
24%
41%
12%
35%
96%0-30m

35%
0
14%
19%
16%
38%
97% 0-30m

#1
#3
#4
#7
#8
#11

Kalamazoo River
Rabbit or Black
Third Rank Stream
Fourth Rank Stream
Riverine Swamp
Upland Swamp
Distance to Water

The distribution of sites 1n relation to surface geology was
more striking for Its sim ilarity between the Archaic and Woodland
periods than for Its variation (Map 5, Map 6).

Both showed a very

high frequency of association with moraines, dunes, and glacial lake
shore.

The association of Woodland sites with glacial lakeshore (Map

5) Is significant because this also represents the bluff edge of the
riverine swamp associated with the Kalamazoo River.

Similarly, the

Increased frequency of occurrence of Woodland sites with Lake Beds
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(Map 5) may again reflect the closeness of the Kalamazoo River.

Addi

tio nally, the non-assoc1at1on of Woodland sites to the Outwash Plain
(Map 5) may have been due to the association of this surface formation
to the Rabbit river, not the main trench of the Kalamazoo River.
In the distribution of sites 1n regard to soil associations (Map
7, Map 8 ), a great deal of sim ilarity was observed, with some excep
tions.

Soil 3 1s rated (Table 2) well suited for the production of

wild herbs and hardwoods, but 1s poorly suited for agriculture.

Soils

1 and 4, however, are richer and more productive, being rated as suit
able for crops.

Thirty-one percent of the Archaic sites were associa

ted with Soil 3, yet seventy-eight percent of the Woodland sites demon
strated this association.

This strong Woodland association with Soil

3 may reflect the proximity of this soil to the Kalamazoo River (Map
7 ), rather than the favoring of Soil 3 for resource exploitation.
Frequency distributions for the Archaic do not center so heavily on
one soil.
Soil 1.

The largest percentage of sites (57%) is associated with
In addition to being one of the richer soils, I t 1s also more

upland from the Kalamazoo River (Map 8 ).
Examining the water associations for the Woodland Period an
Increase 1n riverine focus was apparent.

During the Archaic only four

percent of the sites were located 1n association (within the same 1/4
section) to the Kalamazoo, whereas th irty -fiv e percent of the Woodland
sites were associated with the Kalamazoo.

Also, during the Archaic,

there was a greater emphasis on location further upland along third
and fourth rank streams (Map 8).

In addition, while 6% of the Archaic

sites were associated with the Rabbit or Black Rivers, none of the
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Woodland sites demonstrated these associations.

Both, however, show

a marked association with Riverine and Upland Swamps.
The variations present between the Archaic and Woodland period
site locations In the 1978 frequency distributions were notable.
Basically, they pointed toward two patterns:

the Archaic sites appeared

to be more upland, associated with rich soils well suited to herb and
hardwood production (as well as agriculture); however, the Woodland
sites appeared to be more riverine, located on soils also well suited
for herb and hardwood production but not well suited for agriculture.
The implications of these generalizations about Archaic and Wood
land sites are clearly Important.

Therefore, ascertaining the statistical

significance of the variations within the frequency distributions seemed
desirable.

The Statistical Laboratory of the Mathematics Department

at Western Michigan University under the direction of Dr. Gerald Selvers
was consulted in regard to significance tests for the 1978 SPS data.
However, a major problem for analysis was recognized—although the SPS
sample did represent a 20X areal random sample, the sample of sites
represented a clustered sample (as discussed previously 1n Chapter 3).
Because the 1978 SPS data was not set up by land unit, the only viable
option Immediately available was to explore some of the statistics
pertaining to a clustered sample, such as frequency distributions,
clustering algorithms, etc.

Because of the large size of the data

set, requiring some manner of grouping and ordering to fa c ilita te
Interpretation, the application of clustering algorithms was suggested.
However, a suitable clustering program was not available on line at
Western Michigan University.
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Consideration was given to correcting for the clustered sample;
but the overall sources of bias (discussed in Chapter I I I ) were too
great.

To accurately allow for them would have resulted in a sample

fraction too small to be useful for significance testing.

Consequently,

the decision was made to attempt a land unit based analysis.
Land Unit Based Analysis
In itia lly , the land unit based analysis done by D. H. Thomas
(1975) served as a basis for this analysis.

All land units for the

1978 and 1979 SPS seasons were coded on optical scan forms for the
number of Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late Archaic,
Archaic, Early Woodland, Late Woodland and Woodland sites present.
Similarly, each unit was coded for its component environmental variables.
At f ir s t i t appeared possible to modify Thomas' approach so that Instead
of comparing the density of artifacts per land unit, one could compare
the density of sites from any one temporal period.

However, although

the SPS units were coded by environmental components, the study area
was not stratified by environmental zones.

Consequently, the resulting

sample size of each environmental "type", represented by each unique
combination of environmental variables proved to be too small to be
significant.
In response to this problem, a regression analysis was attempted
as an alternate approach to identify significant environmental variables
pertaining to prehistoric settlement.

However, the large number of

variables in the data would have reduced the importance of any one.
Consequently, a decision to narrow down the numbers of significant
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environmental variable was made.

This was done by compiling frequency

tabulations of environmental variables for each temporal block:

Paleo-

Indlan, Early Archaic, Late Archaic, Archaic, Woodland, Late Woodland
and undetermined.

This unfortunately s t ill did not strengthen the set

to the point where significance could be determined.

In order to further

strengthen and simplify the data, another tabulation was made which
grouped the sites into more generalized temporal placements:
Woodland, and Undetermined.

Archaic,

Paleo-Indian sites were dropped due to

their overall low frequency of occurrence.

Based on this frequency

distribution, environmental variables which had the highest frequencies
were selected for regression.

These variables were:

Moraine, Lake

Bed, Kalamazoo River, W2, W3, W4, Riverine Swamp, Upland Swamp and
Soil associations 1, 3, 4, 7 and 11.

To allow for comparison, a simple

regression as well as a'step-wise regression was run.

Unfortunately,

s t ill too many variables were operant to produce significant results
for either regression.
Cluster Analysis
During a consultation in 1979 with statisticians at Western
Michigan University, 1t was learned that Dr. Janice DuBlen of the
Mathematics Department had her own Agglomeratlve Clustering program
utilizing a flexible algorithm which was not available for general
use.

Upon conferring with Dr. DuBlen, she graciously offered her

assistance, making several modifications 1n her program to accommodate
the SPS data set.
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Although cluster analysis does not allow for the generation of
probability statements, i t 1s a valuable aid in grouping the data into
smaller, meaningful sets by combining similar units into classes thereby
fa c ilita tin g interpretation of the data set In Its entirety.

The

agglomerative clustering algorithms utilized 1n this type of analysis
are numerous, and have In fin ite variations.
Hodson (1970:302) suggests that before a choice of algorithms
is made, 1t should be queried as to whether i t is:

"practically feasi

ble," "practically suitable," and "theoretically sound".

However, he

also notes that "in practice, the specific method of cluster analysis
chosen by the archaeologist may be dictated by what is available at
the local computing center" (Hodson 1970:302).

Indeed, in itia l exam

inations of Western Michigan University's computer programs located
only one clustering program on f i l e .

This employed a single linkage

clustering algorithm which was found to be 111 suited for most archaeo
logical data:

". . . i t is d iffic u lt to believe at the moment that

single linking w ill ever be very useful to archaeologists because of
the lack of structure that i t can reveal in material where intermedate,
transitional units are the rule rather than the exception"

(Hodson

1970:317).
A few types of clustering algorithms commonly employed, and
which for comparative purposes were employed in this study, are single
linkage, average linkage, and complete linkage.

Stated in simple terms,

in each instance the degree of sim ilarity matrix (essentially a table
listing the degree of sim iilarity between all combinations of sites)
was computed and stored for reference.

Because this matrix was
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stored, the size of the data set which can be subjected to cluster
analysis has Inherent limitations.
"With n objects such a matrix requires l/2 n (n -l)
entries. For 100 units this means 4,950 storage
locations—no great demand on a standard research
computer. However, 1,000 units would require 499,500
entries which Is really Impracticable (Hodson 1970:302).
After the matrix was computed and stored, the particular clustering
algorithms were applied to produce the clusters.

I t should be noted

that each algorithm varies-in Its a b ility to conserve the spatial
properties Inherent 1n the original set of data.

Therefore, before

proceeding with a discussion of the analysis, 1t may be helpful to review
these algorithms and their resulting characteristic clusters.
In single linkage (nearest neighbor) analysis (d(ij)k=MIN) dik,
djk) the two most similar units are joined, then the unit next close in
sim ilarity joins, etc.

Hodson (1970:305) notes:

" if one of the linked

units 1s already in a group, the whole of the group is Involved 1n the
fusion; 1f both units belong to groups, both fuse".

This algorithm

is , therefore, space contracting 1n that 1t uses the minimal distance
between units (or groups) to link them.

Consequently, single linkage

tends to have a chaining effect as units fuse singly to a larger group,
resulting in a chain of units rather than creating clusters.

This Is

particularly true where distance (dissim ilarity) between units is
small, and results therefore often tend to be a "can't see the forest
for the trees" situation.
Complete linkage (furthest neighbor) analysis (d(ij)k=MAX dik,
djk) f ir s t links units into groups on the basis of highest sim ilarity
between units.

However, after this In itia l grouping, subsequent groups
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are formed by joining the groups on the basis of the two members most
dissimilar within the groups.

This type of linkage 1s more discrete,

and joins are therefore relatively more d iffic u lt.

"The method w ill

lead to tig ht, hyperspherical, discrete clusters that join others only
with d iffic u lty and at relatively low overall sim ilarity values" (Sneath
and Sokal 1973:222).

Because the maximal distance between cluster 1s

used as a basis to join them, this is a "space dilating" technique.
Just as single linkage distorts the distance between clusters by choosing
the minimal distance as a basis for clustering, complete linkage distorts
the space between clusters by choosing the maximal distance as a basis
for a join.

This results, then, in a much more Intense, but discrete

clustering of the data.
Another algorithm, less commonly employed, 1s the "flexible
algorithm."

This 1s composed of a basic clustering algorithm: d (ij)k=

1dik + jdjk +Bdij + ld ik i-d jk l.

However, by altering B "from a positive

to a large negative values the hierarchy changes from an almost completely
'chained' system to one with Increasingly Intense clustering" (Lance &
Williams 1966:212).

This approach 1s appealing because a basic algo

rithm can be placed on a single computer program, and by altering
values within the equation, several clustering techniques ranging from
s1ngle-11nkage to complete linkage can be simulated.

This, then, 1s

the technique which was used here to produce the single, average, and
complete linkages (as discussed above using the equations noted).
For the "flexible clustering" done the following equation was used:
d(ij)k=.625k1k + .625djk - .251j .

This 1s also a space dilating algo

rithm; however, while the complete linkage links groups on the basis
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of the two furthest members of the linking groups (the maximal distance
between groups) the "flexible" algorithm employed here specified the
distance of .625 as the point of join.
DuBien and Warde (1979:39) have defined and computed types of
clustering algorithms based on their Inherent tendencies relating to
distortion of space between units.
We recommend the use of space conserving and spacedilating algorithms 1n conjunction with some measure
of distance for clustering data sets for which 1t is
•semi-reasonable' to assume at least an interval scale
of measurement for the variables comprising each data
point. Space dilating algorithms should assist 1n
picking up small distances between clusters of data
points . . .
Because distances between most of the SPS data units were small,
the space dilating algortihms appeared to be most appropriate.

However,

as a guard against choosing the clustering algorithm which produced
the results desired, several algorithms were run and comparisons made
between them.

The co-effiden t employed throughout was the Jaccard

(S1j) after Lovls (1978) and Kingsley (1979).

However, the program

employed transformed this to distance (d ij-l= S ij).
Due to the large size of the data set (271 sites and 35
environmental variables) obtaining adequate blocks for storage and
manipulation of the data posed problems for the computer system.
Consequently, Dr. DuBien obtained a special allotment of blocks for
storage, and monopolized the computer during periods of minimal usage.
Also, because of the large size of the data set, and the lack of a
plotter on the PDP 10, the resulting dendrograph was not drawn.

Instead

our in itia l run specified that the data be ordered into 10 groups
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(levels of dissimilarity were Indicated at each jo in ).

These results

appeared to be too generalized Indicating that the data needed to be
further divided.

Also, the chaining effect mentioned above 1n regard

to the slngle-Hnkage algorithm led us to discontinue the usage of that
algorithm.

Our next run broke the data Into 20 groups; again levels of

dissimilarity were Indicated at each join .

The results were much more

satisfactory, with more specific clustering being quite apparent.
Further Interpretations regarding this cluster analysis were made at
this level.
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CHAPTER V III
DESCRIPTION OF CLUSTERS
For comparative pursposes, three algorithms (the average, flexible
and complete linkages) were applied to the data*

Each algorithm gener

ated 20 clusters out of the 271 sites in the data set on the basis of
dissim ilarity (D-1=S) 1n regard to environmental variables.

The

variables selected (on the basis of a prior frequency distribution)
were:

Oune, Moraine, T illp la in , Outwash Plain, Lake Bed, Glacial

Shoreline; Soil Types:

1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14; Kalamazoo, W2

(Rabbit or Black), W3 (feeds directly Into Kalamazoo or Rabbit or
Black), W4 (feeds Into W3), Lake Michigan, Riverine Swamp and Upland
Swamp.
The form of the data as i t came from the computer was essentially
a listin g of the sites 1n each cluster.

In order to create a more

Interpretable presentation of the data, a brief descriptive statement
was made for each cluster.

These statements Include:

the number and

gross cultural placement of the component sites, environmental settings,
and comparisons of cultural material.

In addition, some sites were

observed to cluster together regardless of the algorithm used.

Twenty-

one instances of this sub-grouping occurred within the clusters
generated by the computer.

These sub-groups of sites were compiled

Into another lis t referred to as the "Common Clustering," and similar
summary statements were created for each grouping.

The process by which

these statements was made, and the statements for each cluster created
58
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by the three algorithms (as well as for the "Common Clustering") are
presented 1n the following section.
In itia lly , a corresponding lis t of environmental characteristics
and cultural materials was made for each cluster of sites as generated
by the computer (Appendix B).

Each cluster was then examined, using

Table 2 in regard to its component soils' su itab ility for:

grain

crops, herbaceous upland plants, hardwood, conifers, wetland plants
(for food and cover for w ild life ), openland w ild life , woodland w ild life
and wetland w ild life .

Rather than reiterate soil productivity for

each cluster, generalized statements were created.

Therefore, soils

which are suited to well suited for production of wild herbs, hardwoods,
open or woodland w ild life and wetland w ild life , depending on availa
b ility of a water source, are simply noted as being "fair" or "rich"
depending on the soil combinations.

Similarly, soils listed as "poorly

suited" or "not suited" for woodland w ildlife productivity are noted
as "poor" environments.
Table 2.

For specifics, the reader should refer to

In addition, because over 80% of the sites were located on

the moraines, landform 1s neglected in the descriptions of clusters
below.
I t should be recalled that "associations" are environmental
characteristics within the 1/4 sections.

However, i t was observed

that a majority of the sites are located near the Kalamazoo, although
they were not directly "associated" with i t .

Consequently, a special

notation "within 3 miles of the Kalamazoo" was made to describe sites
located within Manlius and Saugatuck townships, which are bisected by
the Kalamazoo.

Many of these sites and/or clusters are within one to
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one and one-half miles of the Kalamazoo.

In order to "fine tune" the

site locations by environment 1t 1s not, therefore, considered incon
sistent to describe a site or cluster as having an "upland setting
within three miles of the Kalamazoo," because the site was more likely
focused upon a water resource other than the Kalamazoo.

Furthermore,

with few exceptions, most riverine associated sites are located on the
edge of a blu ff overlooking the riv e r, rather than on the river's
edge.
Next, Artifact counts of:

debltage, cores, unifaces, bifaces,

wedges bi-polar artifacts, manos, metates, ground stone, gravers,
hammer stone, nutting stones, net sinkers, sherds and ground slate
were made, and the mean 0C) for each artifac t category was calculated
for each cluster (Appendix C).

This allows for a ready comparison

between clusters, but the sampling error due to ground cover variation
and surface collection creates a situation where only the broadest
generalizations may be offered.
Results of Average Linkage Clustering Algorithm
Cluster 1: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 1 Undetermined). One site on poor
soil associated with the Rabbit River, less than three miles from the
Kalamazoo. Debitage and tool category counts were below the mean for
all clusters.
Cluster 2: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 1 Undetermined). One site on fa ir
soil associated with an upland swamp less than three miles from
the Kalamazoo. Isolated biface find.
Cluster 3: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 1 Undetermined). One site on fa ir
soil in upland situation. Below the mean for all artifact category
counts.
Cluster 4: (10 Archaic, 2 Woodland, 27 Undetermined). Thirty nine
sites on variable soils with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) predominating.
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Water associations also vary but with upland swamp/W3 associations
occurring most frequently. Overall, a rich upland environment. Above
the mean for debltage, below the mean for other categories.
Cluster 5: (7 Archaic, 6 Woodland, 25 Undetermined). Thirty eight
sites with soils 1 (Blount-Morley) and 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo) and an
upland swamp association predominating for a rich environment. Below
the mean for debltage, above the mean for wedges and sherds. Seventeen
of these sites were within three miles of the Kalamazoo although the
a rtifact counts for these sites did not vary significantly from the
others.
Cluster 6: (9 Archaic, 5 Woodland, 43 Undetermined). Sixty six sites
with variable soils with 1 (Blount-Morley) and 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo)
and a W4 association predominating for a rich environment. Twenty nine of
these sites are located within three miles of the Kalamazoo and generally
higher than the other sites 1n debltage counts. Overall, the cluster
was above the mean for debltage, unifaces, bifaces, manos, ground stone,
nutting stones, and sherds.
Cluster 7; (5 Archaic, 7 Woodland, 30 Undetermined). Forty-two sites
1n variable soils with major components of Soil 3 (Oakvllle-SplnksOshtemo; fa ir ) and Soil 1 (Granby-AuGres; poor). Water associations
varied, with a W3 or W4 predominating somewhat. However, all but one
site within this cluster are within three miles of the Kalamazoo.
Overall, above the mean for debltage, cores, uniface: .98; biface:
.80, also had highest mean for nutting stone.
Cluster 8: (4 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 13 Undetermined). Eighteen sites
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and S 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo) and upland
swamp or W4 association. Overall a rich environment and with the
exception of 4 sites with lower artifact counts located upland a ll the
other sites were within three miles of the Kalamazoo. As a cluster, i t
was above the mean for debltage, cores, bifaces, and nutting stone.
Cluster 9: (1 Archaic, 4 Woodland, 1 Undetermined). Six sites with
Soli 3 (Oakville-Splnks-Oshtemo; f a ir ) and Kalamazoo River Association.
Overall, above the mean for debltage, unifaces, bifaces, wedges and
sherds.
Cluster 10: (1 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Five sites with
Soil 7 (Oakville; fa ir ) and a W3 association. All are within three
miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, above the mean for debitage, cores,
uniface, manos.
Cluster 11: (3 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 11 Undetermined). Fourteen sites
1n variable soils with Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres, poor) dominating, but
usually 1n addition to Soil 7 (Oakville) or Soil 12 (M1ami-H1llsdale);
both fa ir . Also, generally an upland situation with a strong upland
swamp association, however, five of the sites with the highest artifact
counts were within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, below the
mean for all artifact counts.
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Cluster 12:
(2 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Five sites in
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) predominately over Soil 3 0akv1lle-Sp1nksOshtemo) for a f a ir to rich environment. All have a W3 association,
however, three of the sites have higher artifact counts, and are within
three miles of the Kalamzoo. Overall, below
the meanfor all artifact
counts with the exception of core fragments.
Cluster 13:
(0 Archaic, 6 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Ten sites with
Soil 3 (Oakville-Splnks-Oshtemo) f a ir , and a strong Kalamazoo and/or
upland swamp association. All sites are within three miles of the
Kalamazoo. Overall, below the mean for all artifact categories
except for wedges.
Cluster 14:
(0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 16 Undetermined). Sixteen sites
(Blount-Morley) and uplandswamp associations predominating for a rich
upland setting. Only four of the sites are within three miles of the
Kalamazoo and there is l i t t l e difference 1n a rtifact counts. Overall,
the cluster is below the mean for all artifact categories except for manos.
Cluster 15: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Three sites on
Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) which Is quite poor, associated with W3 or W2,
giving an overall poor, upland setting. Not surprising, the cluster 1s
below the mean for all artifact category counts.
Cluster 16: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Four sites on
Soil 3 (Oakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo) associated with W3 or W2 for a fa ir
environmental setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Artifact
counts for this cluster are above the mean for all categories present:
debltage, cores, unifaces, bifaces, and wedges.
Cluster 17: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Four sites on
Soil 13 (Selfridge-Metza-Spinks), associated with W3 for a rich upland
environmental setting. Artifact counts for this category are below
mean for debltage, uniface, biface, and wedges, but above the mean for
cores, manos, and nutting stones.
Cluster 18: (0 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Four sites on
Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) associated with an upland swamp for a rather
poor upland environmental setting. Overall, below mean artifact counts.
Cluster 19: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 2 Undetermined). Two sites on Soil
7 (Oakville) with W3 andW4 associaionsfor a rather rich upland
setting.
Overall, above mean for debltage and unifaces.
Cluster 20: (1 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 0 Undetermined). Two sites on
Soil 1 (Oakville) with W3 or W4 associations for a fa ir environmental
setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, below mean for
artifac t counts although i t 1s above mean for unlfaces.
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Results of Flexible Clustering Algorithm
Cluster 1: (5 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 12 Undetermined). Seventeen sites
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W3 predominating for arich upland
setting. Overall, above mean for debltage and cores.
Cluster 2: (2 Archaic, 2 Woodland, 11 Undetermined). Fifteen sites
with Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and upland swamp associations predominating
for a poor upland setting. Although 6 sites within the cluster are
somewhat higher In artifact counts, overall, the cluster is below the
mean for all categories except wedges and sherds.
Cluster 3: (3 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 8 Undetermined). Eleven sites with
Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and W4 associations predominating for a poor
upland environmental setting. However, six of the sites are considerably
higher in artifac t counts and are within three miles of the Kalamazoo.
Overall, however, the cluster 1s below the mean for all artifact cate
gories present.
Cluster 4: (2 Archaic, 5 Woodland, 11 Undetermined). Seventeen sites
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley), Soil 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo), and Soil 3
(Oakville-Splnks-Oshtemo) and W4 for a variable to rich upland setting.
However, all are within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall i t is
above the means for debltage, biface and wedge counts.
Cluster 5: (1 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 6 Undetermined). Eight sites with
Soil 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo) and upland swamp predominating for a rather
rich upland setting, however, all are within three miles of the Kalamazoo.
Overall, i t is below the means for all categories present except for wedges.
Cluster 6: (2 Archaic, 6 Woodland, 8 Undetermined). Sixteen sites
with Soil 3 (Oakville-Spinks-Oshtemo), Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and W3
predominating for a poor to fa ir environment within three miles of the
Kalamazoo. Overall, the cluster 1s below the mean for all artifact
categories except: cores, bifaces and hammerstones. (One site also
produced a possible net sinker).
Cluster 7: (3 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 5 Undetermined). Nine sites with
Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W4 predominating for a rich upland environ
ment. However, five of the sites are considerably higher 1n their
a rtifact counts and are within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, i t
is above the mean for a ll artifact categories present except for unifaces.
Cluster 8: (1 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 8 Undetermined). Nine sites with
Soil 1 (Blount-Morley), Soil 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo) and upland swamp
predominating for a rather rich upland environment. All except for 1
site are within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Three sites were very
dense scatters composed only of fire-cracked rock.) For the cluster
overall artifact counts were below the mean for a ll categories.
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Cluster 9; (6 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 13 Undetermined). Twenty sites
with Soil 3 (Oakville-Splnks-Oshtemo), Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres), W4 and
riverine swamp predominating for a poor-fair environment within three
miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, artifact counts were above the mean
for all categories present except cores, b1faces and manos.
Cluster 10: (4 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 18 Undetermined). Twenty three
sites with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and upland swamp associations predom
inating for a rather rich upland setting. Seven sites were within
three miles of the Kalamazoo although a rtifac t counts did not d iffer
significantly. Overall, the cluster was below the mean for all artifact
categories present.
Cluster 11: (4 Archaic, 6 Woodland, 12 Undetermined). Twenty two
sites with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and upland swamp associations predom
inating for a rich upland setting with most of the sites within three
miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, the cluster was above the mean for
a ll categories present: debltage, cores, un1faces, bifaces, wedges,
nutting stones and sherds.
Cluster 12: (1 Archaic, 9 Woodland, 1 Undetermined). Eleven sites
with soil 3 (Oakville-Splnks-Oshtemo) and Kalamazoo associations pre
dominating for a fa ir riverine setting. Overall, the cluster is above
the mean artifac t count for debltage, b1faces, unifaces, wedges, ground
stone and sherds.
Cluster 13: (1 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 9 Undetermined). Ten sites with
Soil 7 (Oakville) and W3 or W4 predominating for a f a ir upland context
within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, the cluster 1s above
the mean for debltage, cores, unifaces, bifaces, manosand stone ground.
Cluster 14: (4 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 24 Undetermined). Twenty seven
sites with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W4 predominating for a quite rich
upland situation. Overall, below the mean for all categories except
debltage, nutting stones and manos.
Cluster 15: (3 Archaic, and 0 Woodland, 8 Undetermined). Eleven sites
with Soil 7 (Oakville) and Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) fa ir to poor and
upland swamp associations predominating for a variable upland setting.
Only four of the sites are within three miles of the Kalamazoo but
these contribute over half the total artifact count. Overall, the site
1s below the mean for a ll artifact categories.
Cluster 16: (3 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 7 Undetermined). Eleven sites
with Soil 1(Blount-Morley) and Soil
3 (Oakvine-Spinks-Oshtemo) and W3
predominating for a fa ir to rich upland environment. However, five of
the sites are within three miles of the Kalamazoo and were higher in
artifact counts. In general, however, the cluster as a whole was
below the mean for all but nutting stones and manos.
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Cluster 17:
(1 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 8 Undetermined). Ten sites with
Sol) 3 (Oakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo) and upland swamp predominating the
cluster for a fa ir upland setting with all but three sites within the
Kalamazoo.
Overall the cluster was below the mean for a ll categories
except wedges.
Cluster 18:
(0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 9 Undetermined). Nine sites with
Soil 12 (Mlami-Hillsdale) and W4 predominating for a rather rich upland
setting. Overall, the cluster was below the mean for all categories of
artifacts present.
Cluster 19:
(0 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 6 Undetermined). Seven sites with
So11 11 (Orantby-AuGres) and upland swamp predominating for a rather
poor upland setting. Overall, below the mean for all categories except
bifaces and manos.
Cluster 20: (2 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Five sites with
Soil 3 (Oakville-Spinks-Oshtemo) and W2 predominating for a fa ir
environment within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Although debltage
and cores were below the means for those categories, the uniface, b iface, and mano counts were above the means for their categories.
Results of Complete Linkage Clustering Algorithm
Cluster 1: (7 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 19 Undetermined). Twenty six sites
with 5o.il 1 (Blount-Morley) and Soil 7 (Oakville) predominating along
with W3 for a fa ir to rich upland setting. Ten of the sites are within
three miles of the Kalamazoo and one of these is disproportionately
large. Overall, the cluster was above the mean for debltage, cores,
unifaces, bifaces, wedges and manos.
Cluster 2: (2 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 6 Undetermined). Nine sites with
Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and upland swamp
predominating for a variable poor-rich upland setting. Although the
cluster was below the mean for debltage, bifaces and cores, i t was above
the mean for unifaces, wedges, manos, ground stone, nutting stones and
sherds.
Cluster 3: (9 Archaic, 7 Woodland, 29 Undetermined). Forty-four sites
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) Soil 4 Oakville-Splnks-Oshtemo) W4, upland
swamp predominating, for a rather rich upland environmental setting.
While 14 of the sites are not within three miles of the Kalamazoo, the
difference in artifact counts is not too marked. Overall, the cluster is
above the mean for debltage, unifaces, bifaces, wedges and sherds.
Cluster 4: (3 Archaic, 6 Woodland, 21 Undetermined). Thirty sites
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley), Soil 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo) and a upland
swamp association predominating for a rather rich upland setting.
Interestingly, 14 of the sites are more than three miles from the
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Kalamazoo but contributed over half of the total artifact count for the
cluster. For the cluster 1n general, however, i t was below the mean for
all artifac t counts present except for nutting stones and sherds.
Cluster 5: (2 Archaic, 3 Woodland, 12 Undetermined). Seventeen sites
with Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and Soil 3 (0akv1lle-Sp1nks-0shtemo), poor
to fa ir ly rich, and W3 associations predominate for a variable upland
setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. In general the cluster
was above the mean for debltage, cores, wedges, nutting stones, and sherds.
Cluster 6: (2 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Seven sites with
Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W4 associations predominating for a rich
upland setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. With the exception
of unifaces, the cluster was above the mean for debltage, cores, bifaces,
and manos.
Cluster 7: (0 Archaic, 5 Woodland, 7 Undetermined). Twelve sites with
S o l i l l (Granby-AuGres), Soil 3 (Oakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo) and upland
swamp associations predominating for a variable poor to fa ir upland set
ting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, the cluster was
below thernean for all categories of artifacts except for hammerstones
and sherds.
Cluster 8: (7 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 16 Undetermined). Twenty three
sites withSoil 11 (Granby-AuGres), Soil 3 (Oakville-Spinks-Oshtemo)
and W4 predominating for a variable poor to fa ir upland setting within
three miles of the Kalamazoo. In general, the cluster 1s above the
mean for debltage, unifaces, wedges, and ground stone.
Cluster 9: (1 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 20 Undetermined). Twenty two sites
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and a upland setting. Only seven sites are
within three miles of the Kalamazoo, and these do not d iffe r slgnflcantly
In terms of artifact counts. Overall, the cluster 1s below or at the
mean for all categories present.
Cluster 10: (1 Archaic, 8 Woodland, 2 Undetermined). Eleven sites
with Soil 3 (0akv1lle-Sp1nks-0shtemo) and Kalamazoo associations pre
dominating. Overall, the cluster 1s above the mean for debitage,
unifaces, bifaces, wedges, and sherds. (One site also produced a
gravel, the only one 1n the SPS 78-79 collection.)
Cluster 11: (2 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Five sites with
Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W 3 associations predominating for a rather
rich upland setlng within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, the
cluster was below the mean for all artifact categories except cores.
Cluster 12: (4 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 20 Undetermined). Twenty four
sites with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W4 associations predominating for
a rich upland environment. Only two of the sites within this
cluster are within three miles of the Kalamazoo and they do not d iffer
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significantly 1n terms of artifact counts. Overall, the cluster 1s
below the mean for a ll categories except manos.
Cluster 13: (3 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 7 Upland). Ten sites with Soil 7
(Oakville) and upland swamp associations predominating for a rich
upland setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall, the
cluster 1s above the mean for debltage, cores and unifaces.
Cluster 14: (0 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Four sites with
Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and W3 predominating for a poor upland environment.
Not surprisingly, the cluster 1s below the mean for all categories except
bifaces.
Cluster 15: (2 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 6 Undetermined). Six sites with
Soil 12 (Miami-Hillsdale) and W4 predominating for a rather rich upland
environment. Overall, the cluster 1s below the mean for a ll categories
except cores.
Cluster 16: (3 Archaic, 2 Woodland, 5 Undetermined). Nine sites with
Soil 3 (Oakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo) and riverine swamp Kalamazoo associations
predominating for a fa ir ly rich riverine setting. Overall, the cluster
1s above the mean for debltage, cores, unifaces, bifaces, wedges, manos,
metates, ground stone, and hammerstones.
Cluster 17: (1 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 2 Undetermined). Three sites with
Soil 3 (dakville-Splnks-Oshtemo) predominating for a fa ir environmental
setting along the Rabbit River. Overall, this cluster was above the
mean for cores, unifaces, bifaces, and wedges.
Cluster 18: (10 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Four sites with
Soil 13 (Selfridge-Metea-Spinks) and W3 associations predominating for
a rather rich upland setting. None of the sites were within three miles
of the Kalamazoo). Overall, the cluster was above the mean for cores,
wedges, and manos.
Cluster 19: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Three sites with
Soil 11 (Oranby-AuGres)and upland swamp associations predominating for
a poor upland setting. Overall, the cluster is below the mean for all
categories except manos.
Cluster 20: (1 Archaic, 1 Woodland, and 0 Undetermined). Two sites
with Soil 3 (0akv1lle-Sp1nks-0shtemo) and W 3 predominating for a fa ir
upland environmental setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo.
Overall, the cluster 1s above the mean for bifaces and unifaces.
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Common Clustering
The clusters below were not created by the use of an algorithm,
rather, these clusters represent groups of sites which consistently
grouped together regardless of which algorithm was used.

Because these

groups were often only part of a previously clustered group of sites,
twenty one clusters were created out of only 125 sites of the original
data set (271 sites).

However, since these sites consistently grouped

together, the significance of these groups 1s greatly enhanced, although
i t cannot be stated s ta tis tla lly .
Cluster I t (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Three sites with
Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and W3 association predominating for a rather
poor upland setting. Overall artifact counts were below the mean for all
categories.
Cluster 2: (1 Archaic, 3 Woodland, 5 Undetermined). Eight sites with
s o l l l (Bount-Morley), Soil 3 (Oakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo), Soil 4 (KalamazooOshtemo) and W4 for a rich upland setting within three miles of the
Kalamazoo. The artifact counts here were higher than the mean for debltage
and wedges only.
Cluster 3: (1 Archaic, 2 Woodland, 5 Undetermined). Fivesites with
Soil 7 (Oakville) and W3 predominate the cluster for a fa ir environment
within three miles of the Kalamazoo. The artifact counts were higher
than the mean for debltage, cores, unifaces and manos.
Cluster 4; ( 3 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 10 Undetermined). Thirteen sites
with Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W3 associations for a rich upland
setting. (Only one site was within three miles of the Kalamazoo and
i t had a very low a rtifa c t count.) The cluster as a whole had a higher
than average mean for debltage and cores.
Cluster 5: (1 Archaic, 2 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Seven sites with
Soil 3 (Oakville-Splnks-Oshtemo) and Riverine swamp associations for a
fa ir riverine (Kalamazoo) setting. Overall, 1t had a higher than average
mean for debltage, unifaces, bifaces, wedges, manos, metate, ground
stone and hammerstones.
Cluster 6: (0 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 3 Undetermined.) Four sites with
Soil 3 (Oakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo) and upland swamp associations for a fa ir
upland setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall 1t was
below the mean for all categories except wedges and manos.
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Cluster 7: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 6 Undetermined) Six sites with
soil 12 Miami-Hillsdale and W4 associations for a rich upland setting.
The cluster was below the mean for artifact categories except for cores.
Cluster 8; (Archaic, 0 Woodland, 1 Undetermined), two sites with Soil
3 (Oakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo) and W2 associaltons for a fa ir , environmental
setting along the Rabbit River. Overall, the cluster was higher than
the mean for debltage, cores, unifaces, bifaces and wedges.
Cluster 9: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Four sites with
Sol1 13 ( selfridge-Metea-Spinks) and W3 associat ons for a rich upland
setting. Overall artifact counts were above the mean for cores, wedges,
and manos.
Cluster 10: (2 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 0 Undetermined). Two sites with
Soil 3 (Uakvllle-Spinks-Oshtemo) W3 association for a fa ir upland
environment within three miles of the Kalamazoo. The artifact counts
were higher than the average mean for unifaces and sherds.
Cluster 11: (1 Archaic, 4 Woodland, 0 Undetermined). Five sites with
Soil 3 (Oakville-Spinks-Oshtemo) and Kalamazoo/riverine swamp associations
for a fa ir riverine setting. The artifact counts made were above the
average mean for debltage, unifaces, blfaces, wedges, manos, and sherds.
(One site also produced the only graver in the SPS 78-79 collections.)
Cluster 12: (1 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 3 Undetermined). Five sites with
Sol1 1 (Blount-Morley), Soil 8 (Adrlan-Houghton) and upland swamp
associaltons for a variable rich to poor upland setting. Overall, the
cluster was above the mean for nutting stones and marginally for sherds.
Cluster 13: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 3
Undetermined).
Threesites
with Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres) and upland swamp associations for a poor
upland setting. Overall the a rtifact counts were below the mean for all
categories except manos.
Cluster 14: (3 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Seven sites with
Soi1 3 (dakville-Spinks-Oshtemo), Sol1 11 (Granby-AuGres) and W4 for a
variable fa ir to poor upland environmental setting within three miles of
the Kalamazoo. Artifacts count were above the mean for debltage, unifaces,
blfaces, wedges, and manos.
Cluster 15: (2 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 2
Undetermined). Five sites with
Soil 1 (Blount-Morley) and W4 associations for a rich upland setting
within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Overall artifact counts were
above the mean for debltage, cores, and manos.
Cluster 16: (2 Archaic, 2 Woodland, 8 Undetermined). Twelve sites
with Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres), Soil 3 (Oakville-Spinks-Oshtemo), and W3
association for a variable poor to fa ir upland setting within three
miles of the Kalamazoo. Artifact counts were above the mean for debltage,
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cores, and blfaces, (One site within this cluster also produced a
possible net sinker.)
Cluster 17; (1 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 14 Undetermined). Fifteen sites
with Soil l (Blount-Morley) and W4 for a rich upland setting. Overall
counts are below the mean except for manos and nutting stones.
Cluster 18: (2 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 2 Undetermined). Five sites with
Soil 1 (Blount-Morley), Soil 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo), Soil 11 (GranbyAuGres) and upland swamp associations for a variable upland setting.
Overall artifact counts were above the mean for unifaces, wedges, ground
stone and sherds.
Cluster 19: (1 Archaic, 1 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Six sites with
Soil 4 (Kalamazoo-Oshtemo) and upland swamp association for a rich upland
setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Artifact counts are below
the mean for all categories.
Cluster 20: (0 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 4 Undetermined). Four sites with
Soil 8 (Adrlan-Houghton), Soil 11 (Granby-AuGres), Soil 12 (MiamiHillsdale) and upland swamp associations for a variable upland setting.
Artifact counts are, again, below the mean for all categories.
Cluster 21: (3 Archaic, 0 Woodland, 2 Undetermined). Five sites with
Soil 7 (Oakville) and upland swamp associations for a fa ir upland
setting within three miles of the Kalamazoo. Artifact counts were
above the mean for cores and unifaces only.
Discussion of Clustering
In general, the sites clustered in very similar combinations of
environmental settings.

As mentioned e arlier, the vast majority of

sites were located on moralnic soils.

Moreover, most clusters had

sites located on the f a ir to richer soils well suited ( i f not for
agriculture) for w ild life exploitation.

Those clusters located exclu

sively on poor soils were composed of few sites with fewer artifacts
from the sites.

Additionally, although most of the clusters of the

sites were within three miles of the Kalamazoo River, most sites lacked
direct association with the Kalamazoo.

However, those clusters of
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sites located within three miles of the Kalamazoo have artifact counts
higher than the mean for a ll clusters.
Even after clustering, the data s t ill remained too complex to be
readily interpretable.

For example, a strong factor 1n the separation

of Flexible Cluster #10 and Flexible Cluster #11 seems to be the
occurrence of sites on dune formations.

This does define one of the

micro-environments on which sites occur, however, a more Important
question seems to be:

are there significant cultural factors operating

1n the location of some of the sites on dunes? Site locations In these
clusters were obviously selected for some reason which was not apparent
1n the cluster analysis.

Consequently, 1t appeared necessary to re

examine the location of these sites 1n regard to an Important variable
not considered in the cluster analysis; the Influence of distance from
the Kalamazoo.
Some of the clusters examined for this factor were produced by
the flexible algorithm.

Because 1t 1s a space dilating algorithm

(Chapter V II) , 1t was suggested by DuBlen to be best suited for the SPS
data.

In addition, the grouping of sites from the Common Clustering

was also selected.

Although the Common Clustering was not the result

of any one algorithm, 1t represents the strongest set of clusters 1n
the data because these sites consistently grouped together.

However,

these consistent groups Included only 125 of the original 271 sites,
and i t was therefore Important to discover I f these sites were dispersed
similarly to those 1n the computer generated clustering.
In order to compare the dispersion of sites for these two sets of
clusters and to further examine the Kalamazoo River influence on site
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location, the resultant clusters from the flexible algorithm and the
common clustering were placed into one of three generalized categories:
riverine, upland less than or equal to three miles, or upland greater
than three miles.

The percentage of sites for the Archaic and Woodland

periods within each category was then calculated (Table 4).
TABLE 4
Percentage of Archaic and Woodland Sites 1n Relation to Distance
from the Kalamazoo River for the Flexible and Common Clusterings

Cluster

Cultural/
Chronological
Placement

% of sites
directly assoc.
with River

% of sites
£ three miles
from River

t of sites

> three Miles
from River

Flexible
Common

Archaic
Archaic

(n=57)
(n=24)

17.8
14.3

64.2
46.4

30.4
35.7

Flexible
Common

Woodland (n=37)
Woodland (n=18)

28.2
33.3

61.5
50.0

15.4
16.6

The resulting percentages for the two groups were remarkably
alike, suggesting a very similar dispersion of sites.
observations also arose from this tabulation.

Some Interesting

Archaic as well as

Woodland sites are present in all three settings, however, the propor
tion of Woodland sites is higher than the proportion of Archaic sites
for clusters directly associated with the Kalamazoo.

Furthermore, the

proportion of Woodland sites for clusters in upland settings more than
three miles from the Kalamazoo is less than the proportion of Archaic
sites in those settings.

Both Woodland and Archaic were largely located

on the upland (non-riverine) settings within three miles of the
Kalamazoo.
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The contrast between Archaic and Woodland site location in
relation to distance from the Kalamazoo seemed to be culturally relevant.
To further Investigate th is , i t was decided to compare the categories
of artifacts from the sites to determine 1f site function varied between
the Archaic and Woodland periods within the "generalized zones" from the
Kalamazoo.
Because the potentially strongest set of clusters 1s the "Common
Clustering," I t was chosen as a basis to examine the difference in
artifact categories for each period within each generalized "zone".
In an examination of site function, Fitting (1968:129) suggested that:
Sites from widely separate time periods representing similar
exploitative activities would be expected to have similar
lith lc Industries. Sites occupied by one group of people
might be characterized by vastly different industries at
different points 1n a seasonal economic cycle. Here the
ratio of different types of artifacts to each other and to
the total chippage proved helpful.
Moreover, Fitting (1968:130) also observed that the b1face/un1face
ratio reflected the relationship of hunting activities to other economic
activities ( I . e . , A 2:1 biface/unlface ratio would be Indicative of a
strong hunting focus at a s ite .)

Although for the SPS data this

represents only a rough approximation, variation 1n mean a rtlfla c t
counts between the generalized zones 1s evident (Table 5).
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TABLE 5
Mean Artifact Counts For Archaic and Woodland Sites
in Relation to the Kalamazoo River

Debltage Core

Uniface

Ground Nutting
Biface Wedge Mano Stone Stone

Riverine
Archaic

100.0 2.0

3.7

3.7

.3

Riverine
Woodland

110.0

.7

1.0

.3

.3

-

99.4 2.3

1.7

1.3

.6

.2

.5

.6

.6

Upland less
than 3 miles
Archaic

Upland less
than 3 miles
Woodland
29.0

1.1

Upland greater
than 3 miles
Archaic
91.0 1.7
Upland greater
than 3 miles
Woodland
12.0

-

1.4

.8

.6

.1

.3

.3

-

-

-

-

-

.1

.2

-

Notably, the Archaic sites were fa irly consistent in the
diversity of artifacts produced for a ll zones from the river.

The

most significant changes occurred in the absolute numbers of blfaces
and unifaces which were much higher near the river.

Additional changes

occurred in the proportion of bifaces and unifaces:

1:1 near the river

1:1.25 within three miles of the river; and 1:1.74 upland.

Also, the

proportion of wedges, manos and ground stone was observed to Increase
away from the river.

All in a ll, this would suggest the presence of

fa ir ly balanced hunting and fishing activities near the riv e r, and a
somewhat increased emphasis on non-hunting activities away from the
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riv e r.

Because of the diversity 1n the artifac t categories in all

zones, 1t would appear that these sites were not the "male dominated
hunting camp," referred to by Fitting (1969:295), but rather short
term occupations by small groups of people with a fa ir ly wide spectrum
of exploitative activities.

While a detailed 11th1c analysis has not

been done for the SPS data, general Impressions from the 1978-1979 SPS
collections are that local cherts predominate, suggesting only a limited
engagement in trade networks outside the Kalamazoo.Basin, or alterna
tively the dependence on local materials during seasonal occupation of
the survey area away from larger base camps.
The Woodland sites had somewhat lower artifact counts.

This

could be due to bias 1n the collection 1n that recollections were not
made on several large previously known sites 1n survey units because
of prior Intensive collection or excavation.

These sites were not,

however, counted in figuring a rtifact counts or means.

While artifac t

diversity remained fa ir ly consistent for the .Archaic sites, the
Woodland sites show considerable variation.

Riverine sites and those

within three miles of the Kalamazoo had considerably higher debltage
counts and a biface to un1fa.ce proportion of 1:3.

This could be indi

cative of an emphasis on non-hunting activities (e.g:
tio n ).

plant exploita

Interestingly, there 1s also an Increase 1n the occurrence of

wedges and nutting stones for Woodland sites within three miles of the
Kalamazoo but not directly associated with i t .

For sites further

upland, more than three miles from the river, the b1face/un1face ratio
more closely approaches 1:1, and other artifac t counts drop so that
they are practically non-existent.

These upland sites would appear to
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be much more temporary 1n nature, and show an Increased focus on hunting,
although there 1s evidence to suggest "nonhunting" exploitative activi
ties as well.

Overall then, the Woodland sites show a marked riverine

orientation with the more dense occupations suggesting direct riverine
exploitation.

Slightly further upland, other non-hunting activities

(e .g ., nutting) were also accomplished.
an increased hunting focus.

Excursions further upland had

Nowhere in the SPS data are there sites

which suggest the presence of villages or of agriculture.
The Prehistoric Settlement of the Black River Drainage
The prehistoric settlement of the Black River drainage presents a
marked contrast to that of the Kalamazoo.

Although six Archaic sites

(SPS-78-157,158;SPS-79-34,35 and SPS-79-45) were located within sample
units, no Woodland sites were found.

Of these six Archaic sites, only

one (SPS-78-157) compares favorably with some of the large Archaic sites
in the Kalamazoo drainage.

The other five sites are smaller, and have

much less diversity of tools, and may prove to be ancillary to SPS-78-157.
The SPS-78-79 sample units only relate to the North and Middle
Forks of the Black River, and the possibility s t ill remains for the
presence of Woodland sites along the South fork and the mouth of the
Black River (Garland and Rhead 1980).

But at this time, the data appear

to support the previous suggestions of Archaic site location throughout
the SPS-78-79 study area, regardless of the distance from the Kalamazoo,
and Woodland site location more focused along the main trench of the
Kalamazoo River.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS
Summary Observations
Overall, the reuslts of this investigation into the settlement of
the Lower Kalamazoo proved fr u itfu l.

Variables pertaining to site

location (e .g ., water associations, soil associations, and distance to
the Kalamazoo River) were Identified, and distinct patterns of settlement
were discerned between the Archaic and Woodland periods.

In regard to

the analysis, the most useful descriptive techniques employed were the
simple frequency distributions.

More 1n-depth attempts to create

rigorous probability statements were unsuccessful.

Because of all

the possible sources of error 1n the data, correction of the sample size
was not feasible.

When the data was arranged by land unit, so many

environmental niches occurred that the sample size of each of these
niches was too small to allow for statistical comparison.

Similarly,

too many environmental variables existed to produce a meaningful
regression analysis.

With hindsight, the regression as well as the

cluster analysis (which 1s another descriptive technique) may have been
more useful 1f:

the soils had been more grouped 1n terms of their

general productivity, distance from the Kalamazoo had been incorporated,
and 1f the variables pertaining to surface formation had been dropped.

77
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Suggestions for Future Research
Some of the suggestions mentioned above may serve as a basis for
designing a second phase Investigation for the SPS project.

In order

to reduce the number of m1cro-n1ches represented 1n the cluster analysis,
and to discern more culturally relevant m1cro-n1ches for site location,
another cluster analysis could be helpful.

Cluster analysis 1s a useful

descriptive technique which can effectively gorup sites relative to
environmental variables.

However, to produce meaningful results,

selection of variables must be done with care.

For this suggested

cluster analysis, a different set of environmental variables should be
used.

This set should Include distance from the Kalamazoo and grouped

soils, but not those variables pertaining to surface geology.

A sample

of each of the resulting groupings should then be excavated for materials
suggesting site function and seasonality.
A more Immediate need 1s for a complete 11th1c analysis of the
SPS data.

This may help to better define site function, particularly

between the Archaic and Woodland sites, 1n relation to the distance
from the Kalamazoo.

Additionally, i t may be possible that tool ratios

and other sim ilarities (such as raw materials and techniques of
manufacture) may help associate non-d1agnostic sites with a temporal
goruplng of sites, thus providing further Information 1n regard to
settlement patterns 1n the Lower Kalamazoo.
Also, many sites exist within the 1978-1979 SPS survey universe
which, i f test excavated, might yield significant Information relating to
settlement in the Lower Kalamazoo.

Although i t is not very large or
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dense, SPS-79-48 1s a Paleo-Indlan, Early Archaic site on a low sand
ridge which produced a Clovis-Hke point and a homogeneous collection
of chert.

Two other Early Archaic sites (SPS-78-153 and SPS-78-208)

are also what appear to be small temporary campsites, and may also
yield more data for these periods with testing.
Site size and density were not used as variables 1n the analysis
because they were sometimes d iffic u lt to assess.

Consequently, some

interesting observations in regard to the Late Archaic sites were not
brought out in the analysis.
seems to occur:

Specifically, an interesting division

sites may be dense lith ic scatters with l i t t l e fire

cracked rock (such as SPS-78-15,23,26; and SPS-78-58), or they are
heavy f1 re cracked rock scatters with few other Hthics (such as
SPS-78-24,25 and SPS-78-40).

Examples of both of these should be

tested to provide insight Into these apparent differing site functions.
Also, SPS-78-19, a small Late Archaic lith ic and fir e cracked rock
scatter located at the base of a high bluff in a sheltered position
from the prevailing winds, may be a winter camp and should be excavated.
Another site which needs further investigation 1s SPS-78-41.

It is a

very heavy debltage scatter of homogeneous chert, with 13 bifacially
flaked rejects suggestive of a tool manufacturing area.
SPS-78-126 is potentially significant.

Additionally,

I t 1s a large, dense multi-

component (Early Archaic, Late Archaic and Historic) site which has
distinct areas of very dense fir e cracked rock and debitage, as well
as two possible features.

Although much of the site 1s disturbed, one

relatively undisturbed area remains.

Excavation and analysis of this

site may further our understanding of Archaic typology and settlement.
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For the Woodland period, excavated material is particularly needed
to c larify the function of some of the more upland sites.

Specifically,

SPS-78-60;61 and SPS-78-63 are a ll light lith ic scatters focused around
the same upland swamp.
of this environment.

Testing these may add insight into the exploitation
Similarly, SPS-78-96 is the only Woodland site

associated with an inland lake, and consequently also warrants further
testing.

Also, SPS-79-58 1s a Woodland and Historic site located on a

low sand ridge adjacent to a muck fie ld .

I t 1s located further upland

than most other Woodland sites and may be an example of a task specific
site .

Consequently, i t too should be further investigated.
These are not all of the sites which need more Intensive Investigation.

Many other Woodland and Archaic sites are present along the edges of
the Kalamazoo and Rabbit rivers which need excavation 1n order to
ascertain functional sim ilarities and differences.

Rather, these sites

represent only a starting point for the continuing research into the
prehistoric settlement of the Lower Kalamazoo River Valley.
Some Comments in Regard to Statistics
Bonnie Laird Hole (1980:229) has recently reviewed the use of
statistics in archaeological research; she concludes that:
The proliferation of applications of statistics in
general and sampling in particular in archaeology
has not brought with i t an improvement in the
quality of these applications...As they are currently
applied, the techniques have been oversold: they
do not do what their advocates claim.
Thus, although statistics are required to do “Scientific Archaeology",
as well as for comparability of data and the generation of probability
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statements, i t appears that rigorous statistical analysis 1n archaeology
is d iffic u lt i f not impossible to do.
Many of the sources of this d iffic u lty are inherent in the type of
data archaeologists study.

Even at 100X recovery of cultural material

from sites, questions pertaining to preservation create uncertainty as
to whether or not this represents the total assemblage at the time the
site was occupied.

Survey coverage and collection techniques may

further add to the d iffic u ltie s .

Once the artifacts are recovered,

ambiguity often exists during analysis in artifact typology, chronology,
and functional interpretation, which could also effect the interpretation
of the site.
In addition to these basic problems, archaeological survey contains
its own set of problems centered on sampling.
are dependent upon the sampling methodology.

Analytical statistics
I f an areal unit were

employed, the focus of the analysis must remain upon the land unit, or
probability statements based on the data w ill be inaccurate.

A cluster

sample occurs when an areal sample is employed to generate a random
sample, but a shift in the focus of the analysis 1s made to the site
( i . e . , a 20% areal sample does not equal a 20% random sample of sites).
Statistics used to generate probability statements operate on the
assumption of a random sample. Consequently, because a cluster sample
is not as efficient as a random sample, probability statements produced
by applying these statistics to a cluster sample w ill suggest greater
significance than actually exists.

To do rigorous statistical analysis,

all these possible sources of bias must be controlled or corrected.
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R ealistically, l i t t l e can be done in most Instances to control for
fie ld conditions and coverage.

However, by making a thorough (or at

least representative) surface collection from the site , and by employing
sub-surface testing 1n areas of poor surface v is ib ility , sources of
bias at these levels can be reduced, 1f not controlled.

In the world

of real research, the Investigator s t ill wishing to produce (less
*
rigorous) probability statements could assume at this point that coverage
is accurate.

However, after the analysis 1s complete, he must acknowledge

these factors and question severely whether the significance viewed in
the data can be attributed to fie ld coverage, coll lection, preservation
or other factors pertaining to his project.

Consequently, the most

useful statistics for archaeology may not be those which create
probability statements, but rather those which describe data.
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CHAPTER X
AN OVERVIEW OF PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT IN THE LOWER KALAMAZOO
Only three Paleo-Indlan sites were Identified 1n the SPS 78-79
data.

Consequently, based on the SPS data, l i t t l e can be said 1n regard

to settlement "patterns" during the Paleo-Indlan period for the Lower
Kalamazoo.

Of these sites, SPS-78-42 1s a multi-component small scatter

of debltage and one sherd 1n addition to the H1-Lo point base, which 1s
most probably an Isolated find.

I t 1s located at an elevation

approximately 710' on a slight sand ridge (soil association 1) near an
Intermittent creek which flows Into Silver Lake.

SPS-78-64 1s also a

multi-component site with a Clovis point, again most probably Isolated.
I t 1s located at an elevation of approximately 610' on the southern
bank of the Kalamazoo, on soil association 11 and 3.

SPS-79-48 1s also

a multi-component (Paleo-Indian, Early Archaic) scatter on a low sandy
ridge (soil association 11) at an elevation of approximately 640'.
Although a Paleo-Indlan diagnostic was not recovered by the survey
crew, a migrant worker described very clearly a Clov1s-l1ke point which
he found (and sold) from this site .

Also, the owner has a bifurcate

base point from the site area.
Mason (1958) and Qulmby (1958) noted correlations between former
lake shorelines and the location of Paleo-Indlan finds.

They proposed

that because the finds were at least 605* above sea level these sites
may have been contemporaneous with the existence of glacial Lake
Algonquin.

Fitting (1969:37) further suggests that during the Valders
83
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retreat (c.a. 11,000 BP) areas along the lakeshores were drained as the
waters f e ll .

These areas underwent colonization by herbs and shrubs

which could sustain a high animal population, thereby representing a
rich exploitable niche for the Paleo-Indlans.

Interestingly, all three

sites with Paleo-Indlan materials occur at elevations above 605*.
Further, a ll are located less than one mile from former shorelines at
the 605* level.

Also, the two sites (SPS-78-42 and SPS-78-64) which

produced the Isolated points were located on soils which are well suited
for the growth of hebaceous species as well as w ild life (Table 3).

The

SPS Paleo-Indlan sites therefore appear to f i t Into this lakeshore
hunting niche.
For the Early Archaic, six sites were Identified.

Bifurcate base

points were recovered from both SPS-79-48 and SPS-78-64 mentioned above.
Additionally, SPS-78-122 1s an Isolated bifurcate base found on a
disturbed sand ridge (soil association 7) at an elevation of approximately
660', near a small creek which flows Into Lake Michigan .75 miles to
the west.

SPS-78-208 was a light scatter from which one bifurcate base

was recovered.

I t was located also on a sand ridge (soil association 7)

at an elevation of approximately 650-660* near an upland swamp.

SPS-78-

153 is another light scatter from which one bifurcate base point was
recovered.

I t 1s located at the base of a sand ridge above the Rabbit

River on soil associations 1 and 3 at an elevation of approximately
640*.

SPS-78-126 1s a large, dense, multi-component (Early Archaic,

Late Archaic, and Historic) site covering approximately 7,000m2.

It is

located at approximately 730-740* on the leeward side of a sand ridge
on soils 1 and 4.

East of the site lies an upland swamp with a small
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creek feeding 1nto.1t.

The site has areas of very dense FCR and

debltage, as well as two areas where burned sand 1s evident.
Fitting (1970:67) suggests that the Early and Middle Archaic may
represent a coastal adaptation to the Chlppewa-Stanley low water stage
(circa 7500-7000BC).

Sites occupied at these times would have flooded

by the rise to the N1p1ss1ng high water stage at about 2000 8.C.
Consequently, Early and/or Middle Archaic sites could be expected 1n
locations within the existing lake beds themselves, or beneath the
Algoma sediments 1n areas which were drained by the drop in lake levels
to their present elevations.

He further proposed that the Early and

Middle Archaic represent periods of low population density 1n Michigan
because environments to which these peoples were adapted existed only 1n
limited areas prior to 3000 B.C.
The Early Archaic sites present 1n the SPS data appear to Indicate
site location at surprisingly high elevations (from 610'-74Q' asl)
associated with upland or riverine swamps on soils well suited to herbs,
shrubs, and hardwoods.

I f these sites were occupied during the extreme

low lake levels, they would have been far Inland and for the most part
very dry.

However, I t is interesting to note also that all of the Early

Archaic sites are within one mile of former shorelines at the 605'
level.

The presence of Paleo-Indlan materials at two of these sites,

(as well as at several other Michigan sites (F ittin g :1970)) in addition
to similar environments, seems to argue for temporal placement of these
bifurcate base points with, at least, some of the Paleo-Indian materials.
The Middle Archaic Is conspicuous by its absence in the SPS data.
This may reflect lack of recognition of Middle Archaic point types more
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than lack of a Middle Archaic occupation.

Alternatively, as Fitting

(1970:67) suggested, 1f Middle Archaic represented a Chlppewa-Stanley
low water coastal adaptation, sites from this period would now be either
beneath the lakes or beneath the Algoma laid sediments.
The Late Archaic components constitute a fa ir portion of the
total components identified.

Of the ninety-seven total components

discerned in the SPS data, twenty-one were Late Archaic.

An additional

th irty components were identified as "Archaic," and many of these sites
may also be Late Archaic.
As a whole, the Archaic sites were fa ir ly consistent 1n diversity
of tools and artifac t density regardless of the distance from the
Kalamazoo River.

Large intensive occupations producing ground stone,

mortuary sites, and "ceremonial objects" are, as Garland (1980:10) notes,
lacking in the data set.

This may suggest that most of the SPS Archaic

sites may represent short-term occupations by relatively small groups
of people with a fa irly wide spectrum of exploitative activities.

The

predominance of local chert in the collections, along with the lack of
ground stone, mortuary and other ceremonial indicators led Garland
(1980:10) to suggest that this could represent a dependence on local
11thlc materials during exploitative excursions into the Lower Kalamazoo
basin from large base camps outside the surveyed areas.

Dorothy and

Garland (1981:32-33) pointed out that sites in the Portage River drainage
present a contrast to the SPS sites with the presence of large quantities
of ground stone, anvil stones, exotic cherts and other "ceremonial"
objects which appear to correlate with base camp activities. Because of
these contrasts, Dorothy and Garland (1981:33) suggested that the Portage
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River sites could represent Interior base camps reflecting "greater
s ta b ility of residence 1n this oak-h1ckory forested environment."
Early Woodland sites are completely lacking within the SPS data
set.

The only known Early Woodland component for the area 1s the Elam

site located on the banks of the Lower Kalamazoo.

I t 1s also possible

that aceramic Early Woodland sites may exist, and that the lithlcs from
these sites maty have contributed to some of the components classified as
“Archaic".

However, Ozker (1977) suggests that the Early Woodland

represents a cultural adaptation to the flood plan environments.
Specifically, 1t is seen to represent a successful exploitation of the
resources of the flood plain (primarily mussels and cultigens) as well
as the edge areas of 0ak-H1ckory forest and p rairie.

She suggests also

that this adaptation expanded along flood plain drainages north and east
toward the Saginaw valley.

I f the Early Woodland does represent such

an adaptation, then 1t should not be surprising that the Lower Kalamazoo,
which lacks a flood plain, and lies more In an Oak-Pine forest, also
lacks a strong Early Woodland occupation.
Similarly, Middle Woodland occupations 1n the Kalamazoo drainage
are, at best, infrequent.
SPS data set.

Again, they were also to ta lly lacking in the

Kingsley (1978), has argued that because the Hopewell

subsistence activities focused on flood plains, the Kalamazoo may not
have presented a favorable environment for settlement.

Ozker (1977:320)

further suggested that the Hopewell Middle Woodland represents a
development out of the Early Woodland on the Lower Illin o is , and that as
their population expanded, they followed along the same flood plain
routes into Southwest Michigan. This correlation of the location of
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Early Woodland and Middle Woodland settlement is similarly noted in
some of Flanders' (1980:30) observations on the settlement patterns
along the Grand River:

"1t is Interesting to note that where the

identifiable Early Woodland materials occur, they Immediately underlie
Middle Woodland components.

Perhaps the settlement patterns are simi

lar or even connected through time."
In a recent discussion of the Southwestern Michigan Hopewell,
Kingsley (1981:153) notes that the Lower Kalamazoo mainly flows through
oak-pine forest and that there are few areas where the river flows
through tracts of deciduous hardwood.

The lower Grand, however, flows

through tracts of oak-pine, oak-hickory, and beech-maple-oak-h1ckoryforests.

Additionally, (Kinglsey 1981:163) suggests that the lack of a

true flood plain and shallow backwater lakes 1n the Kalamazoo basin
creates an environment which would not be conducive to a large
HopewelHan occupation.
A question remains then as to who, I f anyone, occupied the basin
from the Archaic until the Late Woodland.

Kinglsey (1978) has suggested

the possiblity of a "cultural lag," proposing that inhabitants of the
basin pursued essentially a Late Archaic Hfeway well into the Woodland
period.
reasons.

The SPS data 1s supportive of this hypothesis for several
Cleland (1966) suggested that the Late Archaic had a diffuse

subsistence economy, relying on a balance of procurement of all available
foodstuffs.

The distribution of Archaic SPS sites similarly points to a

more balanced exploitation of the total surveyed area than does the
Woodland site distribution.
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Both Woodland and Archaic sites were located throughout the survey
area regardless of the distance from the Kalamazoo, but there are some
notable differences between these two groups of sites.

The percentage

of sites away from the river was much higher for the Archaic period
than for the Woodland period.

Also, the mean artifact counts and

diversity of tool types were consistently greater for the Archaic
sites than for the Woodland sites regardless of the distance from
the Kalamazoo.

Additionally, the diversity 1n tool types present at

Upland Archaic sites indicates diverse exploitative activities.
In contrast, the types of tools present at the Woodland sites located
further upland suggested more of a focus on hunting.

Furthermore,

the Archaic sites were present on a wide range of soils, which would
support a wide range of exploitable vegetation and w ild life .

However,

the Woodland sites are focused on the less productive soils along the
Kalamazoo River.
Although seasonality is d iffic u lt to assess on the basis of surface
collections, some data exist which suggest the presence of Archaic winter
camps in the surveyed area.

For example, SPS-78-126 may be an example

of what Fitting (1970:76-77) refers to as an “intensive winter camp".

It

is located in Manlius township, near an upland swamp approximately 1 1/4
miles north of the Kalamazoo River.

This site exhibits dense FCR counts,

heavy debitage and two areas of burned sand, and also is located to
the leeward of the prevailing winds off of Lake Michigan.
possible Archaic winter camp is SPS-78-19.

Another

I t is a small scatter of

FCR and llthics located in a sheltered position at the base of a bluff
near a fourth order stream in Laketown township.

Therefore, i t appears
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likely that 1n addition to the more numerous extensive, less dense
Archaic scatters (such as SPS-78-23,24,25 and SPS-78-71,72,73 which
probably represent seasonal reoccupations for warm weather exploitative
activities) that Late Archaic peoples may have wintered in the basin.
The Late Woodland also represents a significant proportion of the
components identified within the SPS 78-79 data set.

Of the ninety-seven

components discerned, eleven were identified as Late Woodland (eight of
these were Late Allegan Phase).

An additional twenty-six produced g r it-

tempered sherds and were most probably Late Woodland, although due to
small size and poor condition they cannot be so assigned.

No Early

Allegan Phase or Upper Mississippian ceramics were identified in the SPS
78-79 collections although one site with Late Allegan Phase Late
Woodland and Upper Mississippian components (SPS-78-211) was located
within a surveyed unit.

However, this site has been intensively col

lected and excavated, and consequently, was not recollected by SPS
survey crew members.
To summarize, the Late Woodland (Allegan tradition) occupations
were most densely located along the Lower Kalamazoo, with subsistence
activities focusing on the exploitation of riverine resources.

Upland

sites for the Late Woodland appear less frequently and seem to have an
increased focus on hunting.

Lacking 1n the SPS data set for the Woodland

sites are "u tilitarian" ground stone implements, any indication of
mortuary activities, or any indication of agricultural practice.
Reviewing the data from excavated Allegan phase sites in the Kalamazoo
drainage, Kinglsey and Garland (1980) have also suggested that “the
Late Allegan subsistence-settlement system did not include the
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practice of agriculture...Rather, a diffuse economy (Cleland 1966;1976)
was practiced 1n which resources were procured on a seasonal basis 1n
the greater Kalamazoo basin."
Referring to this seasonal resource procurement, Kingsley and
Garland (1980) further proposed that locations with high bluffs
overlooking the riverine swamp, (such as the 46th Street site; see Rogers
1972) may have offered advantages to small groups of people for deer
hunting during winter occupation.

During warm weather, larger sites

(Hacklander, Fennvllle, DeGroot, Nordhof, etc.) were occupied.

These

sites may be viewed as Indicators of population aggregation along the
banks of the Kalamazoo.

The exploitative focus of these sites 1s

decidedly riverine, focusing perhaps on procurement of fish.

Addition

a lly , the Jacobs site approximately one mile north of the river appears
to have been the focus of f a ll nutting activities (Kingsley and Garland
1980:34).

Also, early spring sugar sap procurement may have taken

place at sites further away from the river (such as DeBoer, Steffes,
and DeByrun).

Concluding, Kingsley and Garland (1980) call attention

to a lack of mortuary sites and postulated that the Knobloch site,
located upland from the Rabbit River, may be an associated Late Allegan
mortuary site.

Overall, the SPS data tends to support rather than

weaken these Interpretations.
Several Upper Mississippian components have been Identified and
excavated within the Lower Kalamazoo drainage.

These sites are all

adjacent to the main trench of the Lower Kalamazoo, and lack any Indi
cation of agricultural a c tiv itie s.

The only evidence of mortuary

activity comes from one semi-flexed burial with no associated artifacts
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from the Allegan Dam s ite (20 AE 56).

Floral and faunal analyses from

Elam (Parachlnl 1981; Barr 1979) and Schwerdt (Cremin 1979; Higgins;
1979) indicate an early spring-summer occupation with a focus on riv e r
ine resources (particularly sturgeon and the tuber of the American
Lotus).

In addition, Cremin points out that:

All three sites (Allegan Dam, Elam and Schwerdt) have
produced abundant g rit and shell tempered pottery
with ceramic a ffiliatio n s clearly Unking these
sites with Moccasin Bluff on the St. Joseph River
as well as the F1sher-Huber sites 1n Northwestern
Indiana and Northeastern Illin o is . (Cremin 1980:6).
Consequently, Cremin proposes (1980:7) that these sites may represent
evidence of seasonal exploitative activities related to agricultural
villages 1n the St. Joseph drainage, concluding that this pattern may
be similar to that of the Potawatomi and/or Miami, with Increased
attention to native food sources due to marginal climatic conditions
for agriculture.
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COMPONENTS OF EACH CLUSTER, INCLUDING SITES,
ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES, AND CULTURAL MATERIAL
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Key to Appendix B
Cultural

Environmental

B

Biface

D

Dune

C

Core

GS

Glacial Shoreline (6051)

D Debitage

LB

Lake Bed

G Ground Stone

M

Moraine

H Hammer Stone

0

Outwash Plain

M

Hano

K

Kalamazoo

N

Nutting Stone

W2

Rabbit/Black

S

Sherd

W3

Third Rank Stream

U

Uniface

W4

Fourth Rank Stream

U

Wedge

LM

Lake Michigan

RS

Riverine Swamp

US

Upland Swamp

IL

Inland Lake

LM

Lake Michigan

SI

Blount-Morley

53

Oakvl1le-Spinks-Oshtemo

54

Kalamazoo-Oshtemo

57

Oakville

58

Adr1an-Houghton

511

Granby-AuGres

512

Miami-Hillsdale

FCR F1re Cracked Rock

513

Selfrldge-Metea-Spinks
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Average Clustering: #1
Site

Environment

138

M, SI 4, W2

Cultural Material
D:2, M:1

Average Clustering: #2
Site

Environment

207

SI, US

Cultural Material
B:1

Average Clustering: #3
Site

Environment

227

SI 3, W4, S

Cultural Material
0:1, M:2

Average Clustering: #4
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

5

M, SI, M3

0:1

4

M, SI, W3

0:52, C :l, U :l, B:l,
M:1

6

M, SI, W3

0:7, C :l, W:1

111

M, S I, W3

0:92, C:5, B:1

112

H, SI, W3

0:35, U:2, B:1

113

M, SI, W3

D:274, C :l, U:2, B:1

154

M, SI, W3

0:2, B:1

239

M, S I, W3

D:6

240

M, SI, M3

0:3

241

M, SI, W3

B:l, U:1

253

M, SI, W3

0:2, C:1
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Average Clustering:

#4 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

254

M, SI,

W3

0:5

255

M, SI,

W3

0:4

114

M, SI, W3, RS

0:114, C:6, U:3,

201

M, SI, RS

0:13, C:2, U:1

35M

H, GS, S3, S ll, K, W3

0:123, C:2, W:l,

136

D, M, SI, W4, US

116

M, SI, W4, US

D:730, C :l, U:2,

93

M, SI, US

0:37, C:7, U:2, M:2,
G:1

157

M, SI, S8, W4, S

D:118, C:6, W:l,
B :l, 6:1

237

M, SI, LM, S

0:4

101

M, SI, US, S

0:5

102

M, SI, US, S

0:12

139

0, M, S I, W4, US, S

0:12

215

M, SI,

0:2, M:2

216

M, SI, W4, US

0:9, 8:1

223

M, SI, W4, US

0:7

224

M, SI, W4, US

0:3, 8:1

256

M, SI,

0:27

95

M, SI, S8, US, S

0:23, 8:1

118

0, M, SI, H4, US

158

M, SI, S8, S

0:620, C:5,W:1
U:2, B:4
D:29, C:4, W:l,
U :l, B:1

96

M, SI, S8, US, S

W3

US

8:2

B:2

D:87, C :l, U:4, B2, M

D:25, S:1
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Average Clustering:

#4 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

97

M, S I, S8, US, S

U:1

104

M, S I, S8, US, S

0:2, N:1

105

M, S I, Si, US, S

B:1

106

M, S I, S8, US, S

D:3, U:1

266

D, M, SI, W4, US

0:30, C :l, U:2

267

D, M, SI, W4, US

0:28

Average Clustering: #5
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

11

0, M, Si, S4, S ll, US

0:3, U:1, S:14

7

0, M, SI, S4, S ll, US

0:14

12

0, M, SI, S4, S ll, US

0:37, 8:1, G:1

15

0, M, SI, S4, S ll, US

0:164, C:2, U:6,
B :l, W:6, G:1

16

0, M, SI, S ll, US

D:3

36

D, M, SI, US

0:6

22

0, M, S4, US

D:20, C:2, U :l, B:1

8

0, M, S4, W3

D:2, W:1

9

D, M, S3, W3, US

0:31, C:2, U:1

28

D, M, S4, US

D:6

29

D, M, S4, US

0:87

30

D, M, S4, US

0:50

31

D, M, S4, US

D:3

32

0, M, S4, US

0:1, C :l, S:1
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Average Clustering: #5 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

117

0, M, SI, US

0:274, C:2, U:3

119

D, M,

SI, US

0:29, B:1

197

D, M,

SI, US

0:16, C:2, U :l, 8:1

198

0, M,

SI, US

0:2

199

D, M,

SI, US

0:2

10

0, M,

S4, W3,US, L

0:57, C:3, W:l, U:1

27

0, M,

SI, S4, US

0:61, B:1

98

D, M, SI, US

D:9, S:1

187

D, M,

SI, S7, US

D:72, C:3, W:1

128

0, M,

SI, S4, US

M:1

147

M, S3, W3

D:39, C:2, W:l, U:4
B:4, M:1

206

D, M,

0:14

110

0, M, SI, US

0:46, S:1

100

0, M,

0:36

103

0, M, SI, US

D:74, C:7, W:1
U :l, B:4, M:l, N:1

140

0, M,

SI, US

0:2

144

0, N,

SI, S4, US

0:27, H:1

186

0, N,

SI, US

0:31, C:2

168

D, M,

SI, S3, S4, US

D:15, C :l, W:l,
B :l, S:46

185

0, M,

S3, W4, US

0:58, U:1

169

D, M,

SI, S3, S4, US

0:35, C :l, W:1

SI, S3, W3

SI, US

B:2, S :7, S l : l

176

D, M, SI, S3, S4, US

0:69, C:2, S:1

177

0, M,

0:52

SI, S3, S4, US
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Average Clustering: #6
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

14

0, M, SI, S4, S ll,

W4

M:1

13

0, M, SI, S4, S ll,

W4

D:19, M:l,

17

D, M, SI, S ll, W4

0:2,

190

0, M, SI, W4, RS

D:69, C:3

23

M, SI,1 S4, W4

D:100, C:4, B:1

115

M, SI, W4

0:67, C:3, U:1

19

0, M, S ll, W4

0:31, U:2, B:1

81

0, M, S ll, W4

D:26, C :l, B:2

82

0, M, S ll, W4

D:10, B:1

84

D, M, S ll, W4

0:4, C:1

85

D, M, S ll, W4

0:21, C:1

191

D, M, SI, W4, RS

D:200, C:2, W:l,
U:1, B:1

202

M, SI,

W4

D:11

219

0, SI,

W3

B:1

225

M, SI,

W4

0:3, M:3

226

M, SI,

W4

D:2, B:1

228

M, SI,

W4

0:4, M:4

230

M, SI,

W4

D:l,

232

M, SI,

W4

0:20, M:1

233

M, S I,

W4

D:3

234

M, SI,

W4

0:1,

235

M, SI,

W4

D:4

238

M, SI,

Wr

D:4,

N:1

U:l, B:1

U :l, M:1

M:l, N:1

B :l, M:1
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104
Average Clustering: #6 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

243

M, SI, W4

0:15, M:2

246

M» S I, W4

D:1, B:1

252

M, SI, W4

0:3

259

M, S I, W4

0:5

271

M, SI, W4

0:6

25

0, M, SI, S4, W4

0:1, M:1

20

M, S ll, W4

U; 1

229

M, S I, S13, W4

0:4

40

0, M, S4, W4

FCR only

24S

D» M, SI, S4, W4

D:4

77

M, S ll, W4, LM

C:3

76

0, M, S7, S ll, W4, LM

0:19, W:l, U:1

257

M, S I, US

0:1, 8:2

26S

0, M, SI, S4, W4

0:91

83

H, S ll, W4

0:412, C:1U:2

129

0, M, SI, S4, W4

0:21, C:1, 8:2.

130

M, SI, S4, W4

D:50

258

M, S8, W4

0:8

126

° , M, SI, S4, W4, US

D:4677, C:10, W:3
U:29, B:9, M:2, S l:l

165

0, M, SI, S3, S4, W4

0:607, W:3, U:4,
8:10, S:84

89

o. M, S7, W4

D:140, C:2, U:2, G:1

127

0, M, SI, S4, W4, US

0:44, C:2, W:l, B:3, S:2
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105
Average Clustering: #6 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

145

D, M, SI, S4,

W4, US

0:269, W:l,

U:2, B:1

166

D, M, S I, S3,

S4, W4

D:413, C :l,

W:2, U:l, S:11

167

0, M, SI, S3,

S4, W4

FCR only

170

D, M, S I, S3, S4, W4

D:6

173

0, M, S I, S3,

0:10, U :l, S:7

174

0, M, S I, S3, S4, W4

D :l, C:1

175

0, M, S I, S3, S4, W4

D:2

192

D, M, S7, W4

D:54, C:4

172

D, M, S I, S3,S4, W4

0:17, S:7

S4, W4

Average Clustering: #7
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

34

M, GS, S3, S ll, K, W3

0:96, C:4, U :l, B:3, Nt:l

33

M, SI, W4, US

0:2676, C:7, W:l, U:2, B:1

38

M, GS, S3, S ll,

48

M, GS, S ll, K

37

0, M, S3, S ll,

60

M, GS, S3, S4,S ll, K, RS

64

M, GS, S3, S ll, Rs

0:271, C :5,U :7,B :10
M:2, H :l, G:5

43

M, GS, S3, S ll, W3

D:16, B:1

39

M, GS, S3, S ll, K

0:19

45

M, GS, S3, S ll, W3

0:15

46

M, GS, S3, S ll, W3

0:15,

K

0:9, C:2
0:21, C :l, W:1

K

D:8, B:1
D:31, S:2

S:1
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106
Average Clustering: #7 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

132

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, RS

D:123,

49

M, GS, S ll, W3

D:3, C:1

133

M, GS,

S3, S ll,

61

M, GS,

S3, S4, S ll, US

47

D, M, GS, S ll, W3

0:33, W:1

65

M, GS, S ll, LM

D:57,

251

0, M, S ll, W2

D:6

50

M, GS, S ll, W3

62

M, GS,

S3, S4, S ll, US

D:32,

63

M, GS,

S3, S4, S ll, US

D:8, S:w

90

M, GS, S ll, W3

D:206,

91

M, GS, S ll, W3

0:7

78

0, M, S ll, W3

0:59, U:1

66

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:6

162

0, M, GS, S3, RS

D:5

194

M, GS, S3, W2

D:5, S:2

67

D, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

D:53,
G:1

68

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:161, U:5, U:4,
B:1, G:1

70

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:17, U:1

71

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

D:14, B:1

73

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, Wr

0:15

74

D, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:181, C:4, W:2,
U:7, B:2

W4, RS

C:4, U:4, B:1

0:19
0:37,

U :l, B:2, S:9

W:l, B:2

D:23, U:2
U :l, H :l, S:18

C:7, U :l, B:5

C :l, U:l, B:l,
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Average Clustering:

#7 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

75

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:3, C :l, W:2

79

0, M, S ll, W3

0:156, C :l, W:l,
11:3, B:2

80

D, M, S ll, W3

D:23, C :l, U :l, S:1

135

0,

M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:5

72

D,

M, GS, S3, S ll, SI4, W4 0:44

163

M, GS, S3, W3, RS

0:1, U:1

134

0,

M, GS, S3, S ll, W4, RS

0:1, U:1

196

D,

M, GS, S3, RS

0:17, U:2

Average Clustering:

#8

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

42

SI, W4

0:38, C:2, B:1

41

SI, W4

D:587, C:12, B:13

58

SI, W4

0:237, C:2, U :l, B:1
M:1

59

SI, W4

D:10

92

SI, S ll, W4

0:33, C :l, M :l, B:1

218

0, SI3, W4

0:11, U:1

1

0, S I, W4

N:1

51

0, SI, S4, W4, US

FCRonly

52

0, S I, S4, W4, US

0:1

55

0, SI, S4, US

0:2

141

D, SI, W4, US

0:5, U:1

3

D, SI, W4

B:1
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108
Average Clustering:

#8 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

54

SI, US

D:31, C:1

53

0, SI, S4, W4, US

0:80, B:2

56

D, S I, S4, US

FCR Only

57

0, SI, S4, US

FCR only

142

0, SI, S4, US

D:30

143

0, SI, S4, US

D:25, C:2, B:1

Average Clustering: #9
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

109

LB, SI, S3, K, RS

0:25, B:1

108

LB, SI, S3, K, RS

0:172, C:2, W:1
GrM, U :l, B:2,
M:1, S:12

195

D, LB, S3, RS

0:5, U:1

120

LB, GS, S3, K

DM34, U:2, B:l, SI

211

GS, S3, K

Not recollected

182

LB, GS, S3, K, RS

D:22, U:5, B:2

Average Clustering:

#10

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

122

0,

M, S7, W3

0:2, C :l, B:1

121

D,

M, S7, W3

D:50, C:3

124

D,

M, S7, W3

0:425, U:8, B:2

123

D,

M, S7, W3, LM

0:8, MM

88

M, S7, M3

0:14, C:3, U:3, M:3
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Average Clustering: #11
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

151

D, M, S ll, SI2, US

D:10, U:1

150

D, M, S ll, SI2, US

0:7, B:1

107

D, H, S8, SI2, US

0:1

156

0, M, S10, S ll, US

0:14

18

D, M, S7, S ll, US

B:1

21

D, M, S ll, US

D:22,

249

D, M, S ll, US

0:3

94

D, M, S7, S ll, US

D:14

250

M, S ll, US

0:2

125

D, M, S7, US

0:71, C:4, U:4, B:1

189

M, S ll, K

D:4

208

D, H, S7, US

0:54,

210

D, N, S7, US

0:6,

Average Clustering:

U:1

U:1
C:1

#12

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

152

0, SI, S3, W3

0:21, C:3

148

0, SI, S3, W3

0:14, C:2, U :l, B:1

153

0, SI, S3, W3

0:17,

213

M, SI, W4

0:1, C:2, M:1

2117

M, SI, W4

D:4

B:1
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110

Average Clustering:

#13

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

160

M, S3, K

0:72, U:2, B :l, S:3

159

M, S3, K

0:124, C :l, U :l, B:2,
S:13

212

M, S3, K

Not Recollected

178

M, S3, K, US

0:1, W:1

183

M, S3, K, RS

D:7, U:2, B :l, S:1

164

M, S3, US

0:10, M:.l

184

H, S3, K, RS

D: 13, W:l, S:2

179

M, S3, US

0:52, W:l, B :l, S:1

180

M,1 S3, US

0:2

1811

M, S3, US

0:2, C:1

Average Clustering: #14
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

200

M, SI, US

0:10, B:1

188

M, S I, US

0:5, B:1

203

M, SI, US

D:19, U:1

204

M, SI, US

C:2

205

M, SI, US

D:29, U:1

221

M, SI, US

0:246, W:l, U :l, B:2

222

M, SI, US

0:3, B:l, M:2

231

M, SI, US

0:1, MAI

245

M, SI, US

0:1, C:1

247

M, SI, SI2, US

0:16
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Average Clustering: #14
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

248

M, SI, SI2, US

0:7, C:5

236

M, SI2, US

0:27

242

M, SI2, W4, US

D:6, C :l, 0:1

244

M, SI2, W4

0:5

262

M, SI2, W4

0:9, C:2, M:1

263

M, SI2, W4

0:2, U:1

Average Clustering: #15
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

261

LB, S ll, W3

0:4

260

LB, S ll, W3

0:14, 0:1, B:1

264

LB, S ll, W2

0:11

Average Clustering: #16
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

149

M, S I, S3, W3

0:30, C :ll, U:2

146

M, GS, S ll, S3, W3

0:34, C:2, W:l, U:3
B:4

161

M, GS, S3, W2

0:105, C:6, U:1,
U:6, B:8

193

M, GS, S3, RS

0:32
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Average Clustering: #17
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

220

M, SI, SI3, W3

M:1

2

M, SI3, W3

0:3, C:1

137

SI3, W3

0:6, C:3, W:l, U:1

214

M, SI, W4

D:4, N :l, M:2

Average Clustering: #18
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

269

LB, S ll, US

0:10, M:2

268

D, LB, S ll, US

0:7

265

0, LB, SI2, US

0:8, B:1

270

D, LB, S ll, W4

D:133, C:2, B:2
U:2, S:6

Average Clustering: 19
Site

Environment

Cultural

Material

87

0, S7, W3

0:5, C :l, U:2, M:l,

86

0, S7, W4

0:436, U:2

Average Clustering: #20
Site

Environment

Cultural

Material

155

S3, W3

0:2, U :l, B:1

44

S3, S ll, W3

0; 4, U :l, S:1
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113
Flexible Clustering:

#1

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

5

M,S1,W3

D:1

4

M,S1,U3

D:52,C:1,U:1,B:1,M:1

6

M,S1,W3

D:7,C:1,W:1

111

M,S1,W3

D:92,C:5,B:1

112

M.S1.W3

D:35,U:2,B:1

113

M,S1,W3

0:274,C:1,U:2,B:1

154

M,S1,W3

0 : 2 , B:1

239

M.S1.W3

D:6

240

M.S1.W3

0:3

241

M,S1,W3

B:1,U:1

253

M.S1.W3

D:2,C:1

254

M,S1,W3

0:5

255

M,S1,W3

D:4

114

M,S1,W3,RS

0:375,C:6,U:1,B:2

201

M,S1,S3,RS

D:13,C:2,U:1

190

D,M,S1,W4,RS

D:69,C:3

191

D,M(S1,W4,RS

0:200,C:2,W:1,U:1,B:1
Flexible Clustering:

#2

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

11

0,M,S1,S4,S11,US

D:3,U:1,S:14

7

D,M,S1,S4,S11,US

D:14

12

D,M,S1,S4,S11,US

D:7,B:1,G:1

15

D,M,S1,S4,S11,US

D:164,C:2,U:6,B:1,M:1,W:6,G:1
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Flexible Clustering:

#2 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

16

D,M,S1,S11,US

D:3

189

M,Sll,K,Us

0:4

37

D,M,S3,S11,K

0:8,B:1

250

M,Sll,US

0:2

21

DtN ,S ll(US'

0:22,U:l,

251

D,M,S11,WS

0:6

47

D,M,GS

D:33,W:1

249

D,M,S11,US

0:3

78

D,M,S11,W3

0:59,U:

79
80

D,M,S11,W3

■0:156,C:1:H:1,U:3,B:2

D,M,S11,W3

D:23,C:1,U:1,S:1
Flexible Clustering:

#3

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

14

D,M,S1,S4,S11,W4

M:1

13

D,M,S1,S4,S11,W4

D:19,M:1,N:1

17

0,M,S1,S11,W4

D:2,U:1,B:1

19

D,H,S11,W4

0:31,U:2,8:1

20

M,S11,W4

U:1

81

D,H,S11,W4

0:26,C :l,8:2

82

0,M,S11,W4

D:10,B:1

83

M,S11,W4

0:412,C:1,U:2

84

D,M,S11,W4

D:4,C:1

85

D,M,S11,W4

0:21,C:1

77

M,S11,W4,LM

C:3
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Flexible Clustering:

#4

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

26

D,M,S1,S4,W4

D:91

25

D,M,S1,S4,W4

D:1,M:1

129

D,M,S1,S4,W4

0:21,C :l,8:2

130

D,M,S1,S4,W4

D:14,C:1,B:2

131

D,M,S1,S4,W4

0:50

23

D,M,S1,S4,W4

D:100,C:4,B:1

40

D1M,S4t W4

FCR only

24

D,M,S1,S4,W4

0:4

172

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:17,S:7

165

0,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:607,W:3,U:4,B:10,S:83

166

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

0:413,0:1^32,0:1,511

167

0,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

FCR only

170

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:18,C:2,U:1,S:5

171

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:6

173

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:10,U:1,S:6

174

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:1,C:1

175

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

0:2
Flexible Clustering:

#5

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

28

D,M,S4

0 :|

22

D,M,S4,US

D:20,C:2,U:1,B:1

29

D,M,S4,US

0;87

30

D,M,S$,US

0:50
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Flexible Clustering:

#5 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

31

D,M,S4,US

0:3

32

D,M,S4,US

D:1,C:1,S:1

8

D,M,S4,W3,US

0:2,W:1

10

D,M,S4,W3,US

D:57,C:3,W:1,U:1
Flexible Clustering:

#6

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

34

M,GS,S3,S11,K

D:96,C:4,U:l,B:3,Nt:l

33

M,S1,W4,US,S

D:267,C:7,W:1,U:2,B:1

43

M,GS,S3,S11,W3

0:16,8:1

49

M,GS,S3,S11,W3

D:3,C:1

38

M,GS,S3,S11,K

D:9,C:2

60

M,GS,S3,S4,S11,K,US

0:31,S:2

39

M,GS,S3,S11,K

0:19.

45

M,GS,S3,S11,W3

0:15

46

M,GS,S3,S11,W3

0:15,S:1

50

M,GS,S11,W3

D:23,U:2

90

M,GS,S11,W3

D:206,C:7,U:1,B:5

91

M,GS,S11,W3

0:7

48

M,GS,S11,K

D:21,C:1,W:1

61

M,GS,S3,S4,S11,US,K

D:37,U:1,B:2,S:9

62

M,6S,S3,S4,S11,US,K

D:32,U:1,H:1,S:18

63

M,GS,S3,S4,S11,US,K

D:8,S:2
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F lexible Clustering:

#7

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

42

S1,W4

D:38,C:2,B:1

41

S1.W4

D:587,C:12,B:13

58

S1.W4

0:237,C:2,U:1,B:1,M:1

59

S1.W4

0:10

92

SI,Sll,W4,Us

D:33,C:1,M:1,B:1

227

S13,W4,US

0:1,M:2

1

D,31,W4

N:1

3

D,S1,W4

B:1

218

0.S13.W3

D:12
Flexible Clustering:

#8

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

53

D,S1,S4,W4,US

0:80,B:2

52

D,S1,S4,W4,US

0:1

51

D,S1,S4,W4,US

FCR only

141

D,S1,W4,US

D:5,U:1

55

D,S1,S4,US

0:2

56

D,S1,S4,US

FCR only

57

0,S1,W4,US

FCR only

142

D,S1,S4,US

D:30

143

0,S1,S4,US

D:25,C:2,B:1
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118
F lexible Clustering:

#9

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

67

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D :53,C :l,U :l,B :ltG:l

66

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D: 6

68

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

0:161,W:5,U:4,B:1,M:1

70

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

0:17,U:1

71

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

0:15,B:1

73

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

0:15

74

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

0:181,C:4,W:2,U:7,B:2

75

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D:3,C:1,W:2

134

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4,RS

0:7

65

M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D:57,W:1,B:2

64

M,GS,S3,S11,RS

D:271,C:5,U:7,B:10,W:5,Me:2,
M:2,H:1,G:5,S:1

132

D,M,GS,S3,S11,RS

0:123,C:4,U:4,B:1

133

M,GS,S3,S11,W4,RS

0:19

69

D,M,GS,S11,W3,RS

D:173,B:1

162

0,M,GS,S11,W3,RS

D:5

194

D,M,S3,RS

0:5,S:2

163

M,GS,S3,W3,RS

0:1,U:1

196

D,M,GS,S3,RS

D:17,U:2
Flexible Clustering:

#10

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

96

M,S1,S8,US,

0:25,S:1

5

M,S1,S8,US,S

D:23,B:1
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F lexible Clustering:

#10 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

97

M,S1,S8,US,S

U: 1

104

M,S1,S8,US,

D:2,H:1

105

M,S1,S8,US,

8:1

106

M,S1,S8,US,

D:3,U:1

93

M,S1,US,

D:37,C:7,U:2,M:2,G:1

157

M,S1,S8»W4,

D:118,C:6,W:1,B:1

54.

T.Sl.US,

0:31,C:1

101

M.S1.US,

0:5

162

M.Sl.US,

0:12

256

M.S1.US,

0:27

158

M.S1S8.W2,

D:29,C:4,W:1,U:1,B:1

207

SI,US

B:1

238

M,S1,US

0:4

188

M,S1,US

D:5,B:1

200

M,S1,US

D:10,B:1

203

M,S1,US

0:19,U:1

204

M,S1,US

C:2

205

M,S1,US

0:29,U1

221

M.Sl.US

0:246,W:1,U:1,8:2

231

M,S1,US

0:1,M:l

245

M,S1,US

0:1,C:1
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120

F lexible Clustering:

#11

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

99

D,M,S1,US

0:46,S:1

98

D,M,S1,US

0:9,S:1

100

D,M,S1,US

0:36

103

D,M,S1,US

D:74,C:7,M:1,U:1,B:4,M:1,N:1

140

D,M,S1,US

0:2

186

D,M,S1,US

0:21,C:2,

36

D,M,S1,US

0:6

27

D,M,S1,S4,US

D:61,B:1

117

D,M,S1,US

0:274,C:2,U:3

119

D.M.Sl.US

0:29,B:1

197

D,M,S1,US

0:16,C:2,U:1,B:1

198

D,M,S1,US

0:2

199

D,M,S1,US

0:2

128

D,M,S1,S4,US

M:1

126

D,M,SltS4,H4,US

0:4677,C:10,W:3,U:20,B:9,
M;2,S1:1

168

D,M,S1,S3,S4,US

D:15,C:1,W:1,B:1,S:44,S:2

127

DfM,Sl,S4,W4,US

D:44,C:2,W:1,B:3,S:2

144

D,M,S1,S4,US,M,S1,S4,W4,US

D:27,W:1

145

D,M,S1,S3,S4,US

0:260,M:1,U:2,B:1

169

D,M,S1,S3,S4,US

D:35,C:1,W:1,B:2,S

176

0,M,S1,S3,S4,US

D:69,C:2,S1

177

D,M,S1,S3,S4,US

0:52
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F lexible Clustering:

#12

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

109

LB,S1,S3,K,RS

0:25,B:1

108
195

LB,S1,S3,IC,RS

D:172,C:2,W:1,GR:1,U:1,
M:1,S:10

D,LB,S3,RS

D:5,U:1
«

120

LB,GS,S3,K

D:134,U:2,B:1,S:1

159

M,S3,K

D:124,C:1,U:1,B:2,S:13

160

M,S3,K

D:72,U:2,B:1,S3

212

M,S3,K

Not recollected

211

M,S3,K

Not recollected

182

LB,GS,S3,K,RS,S

D:22,U:5,B:2

183

M,S3,K,RS,S

0:7,U:2,B:1,S:1

184

M,S3,K,RS

D:13,W:1,S:2
Flexible Clustering:

#13

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

122

D,M,S7,W3

D:2,C:1,B:1

121

D,N,S7,W3

0:50,C:3

124

D,M,S7,U3

0:425,U:8,B:2

123

0,M,S7,W3,LM

D:8,M:1

88

M,S7,W3

D:14,C:3,U:3,M:3

76

D,M,S7,S11,W4,LM

D:19,W:1,U:1

89

D,M,S7,W4

0:140,C:2,U:2,G:1

86

D,S7,W4

0:436,U:2

192

D,M,S7,W4

0:54,C:4

87

0,S7,W3

D:5,C:1,U:2,M:1,B:1
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F lexible Clustering:

#14

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

139

D,M,S1,W4,US,S

0:12

136

D,M,S1,W4,US,S

D:87,C:1,U:4,B:2,M:1

35

M,GS,S3,S11,K,W3

0:123,C:2,W:1,8 :1 ,S:5

118

D,M,S1,W4,US

0:620,C:5,W:1,U:2,B:4

116

M,S1,W4,US

0:730,C:1,U:2,B:1

115

M,S1,W4

D:67,C:3,U:1

202

M,S1,W4

0:11

215

M.S1.W4

0:2,M:2

216

M,S1,W4,US

0:9,B:1

219

M,S1,W4

'

B:1

223

M,S1,W4,US

0:7

224

M,S1,W4,US

D:3,B:1

226

M,S1,W4

0:2,B:1

228

M,S1,W4

0:4,M:4

230

M.S1.W4

D:1,U:1,M;1

232

M,S1,W4

0:20,M:1

234

M.S1.W4

D:1,M:1,N:1

235

M,S1,W4

0:4

238

M,S1,W4

D:4,B:1,M:1

243

M.S1.W4

D:15,M;2

246

M,S1,H4

D:1,B:1

252

M,S1,W4

D:3

259

M.S1.W4

D:5
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Flexible Clustering:

#14 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Materlal

266

D,M,S1,W4,US

D:30,C:1,U:2

267

D,M,S1,W4,US

0:28

271

M,S1,W4

0:6

229

M,S1,S13,W4

D:4
Flexible Clustering:

#15

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

151

D,M,S8,S11,S12,US

D:10,U:

150

D,M,S89,S11,S12,US

0:7,B:1

107

D,M,S8,S12,US,S

0:1

156

D,M,S8,S10,S11,US

0:14

18

D,M,S7,S11,US

8:1

94

D,H,S7,S11,US

0:14

125

D,M,S7,US

D:71,C:4,U:4,B:1

187

D,M,S1,US

D:72,C:3,W:1

208

D,M,S7,US

0:31,B:1

209

D,M,S7,US

0:54,0:2

210

D,M,S7,US

0 :6,C:1

Flexible Clustering:

#16

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

152

0,S1,S3,W3

0:21,C:3

148

0,S1,S3,W3

0:14,C:2,U:1,B:1
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Flexible Clustering:

#16 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

153

0,S1,S3,W3

D:1;7,B:1

213

M,S1,W4

D:1,C:2,M:1

217

M,S1,W4,US

D:4

44

S3.S11.W3

D:4,U:1,S:1

2

M.S13.W3

D:3,C:1

220

M.S3.S13.W3

M:1

155

S3.W3

. D:2,U:1,B:1

137

S13.W3

D:6,C:3,W:1,U:1

214

M.S1.W4

D:4,N:1,M:2
Flexible Clustering:

#17

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

180

M.S3.US.S

0:2

179

M.S3.US.S

D:52,W:1,B:1,S:1

181

M.S3.US.S

0:2,C:1

164

M.S3.US

D:10,M:1

9

D,M,S3,W3,US

D:31,C:2,U:1

178

M.S3.K.US

0:1,W:1

147

M.S3.W3

D:39,C:2,W:1,U:4,B:4,M:1

206

D,M,S1,S3,W3,S

0:14

110

D,M,S1,S3,W4,US

0:6,C:1

185

D,M,S3,W4,US

0:58,U:1
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Flexible Clustering:

#18

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

258

M,S8,W4

257

M,S8,W4

D:1,B:2

236

M,S12,Us

D:27

242

M,S12,M4,US

D:6,C:1,U:1

247

M,S1,S12,US

0:16

244

M,S12,W4

0:5

262

M,S12,M4

D:9,C:2,M:1

263

M.S12.M4

0:2,U:1

248

M,S1,S12,US

0:7,C:5

D:8

Flexible Clustering:

#19

Site

Environment

Cultural

261

LB,S11,W3

D:4

260

LB,Sll,M3

0:14,U:1,B:1

264

LB,S11,M4

D :ll

265

D,LB,S12,US

D:8,B:1

268

0 ,LB,Sll,US

D:7

270

D,LB,S11,W4

D:133,C:2,B:2,U:2,S:6

269

LB,Sll,US

D:10,M:2
Flexible Clustering:

Material

#20

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

149

M,SI,S3,M2,M3

D:30,C:11,U:2
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Flexible Clustering:

#20 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

146

M,GS,S1,S3,W2,W3

D:34,C:2,W:l,U:3tB:4

161

M,GS,S3,W2

D:15,C:67,W:1,U:6,B:8

138

M.S14.W2

D:2,W:1

193

M,GS,S3,W2,RS

0:32
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127
Complete Clustering: #1
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

5

M, SI, W3

0:1

4

M, SI, W3

0:52, C :l, U :l, 8:1, M:1

111

M, SI , M3

0:92, C:5, B:1

112

M, S ., W3

0:35, U:2, B:1

113

M, SI, M3

0:274, C :l, U:2, 8:1

154

M, S I, M3

0:2, B:1

239

M, SI, M3

D:6

240

M, S I, M3

0:3

241

M, SI, M3

B :l, U:1

253

M, ST, M3

t 0:2, C:1

254

N, S I, M3

D:5

255

M, S i, M3

0:4

114

M, SI, M3

0:375, C:6, U:3, B:2

146

M, GS, SI, S3, M2, M3

0:34, C:2, M:l, U:3,
B:4

9

D, M, S3, M3, US

0:31, C:2, U:1

8

0, M, S4, M3

0:2, M:1

149

M, S I, S3, M2, M3

0:30, C :ll, U:2

10

D, M, S4, M3, US, L

D:57, C:3, M:l, U:1

147

M, S3, M3

0:39, C:2, M:l, U:4, B:4
M:1

206

D, M, SI, S3, M3

0:14
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Complete Clustering:

#1 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

88

M, S7, W3

0:14, C:3, U:3, M:3

121

D, M, S7, W3

D:50, C:3

122

D, M, S7, W3

D:425, U:8, 8:2

123

0, M,

0:8, M:1

S7, M3, LM

Complete Clustering:

#2

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

11

D, M,

SI, S4, S ll, US

0:3, U :l, S:14

7

0, M,

SI, S4, S ll, US

0:14

12

0, M,

SI, S4, S ll, W4, US

0:7,

15

D, M,

SI, S4, S ll, US

0:164, C:2, U:6,
B:l, M:l, W:6, G:1

16

D, M, SI, S ll, US

D:3

13

D, M, SI, S4, S ll, W4

D:19, M:l, N:1

251

D, M, S ll, M2

D:6

14

D, M, SI, S4, S ll, W4

M:1

17

0, M, SI, S ll, M4

0:2, U :l, B:1

Complete Clustering:

8:1, B;1

#3

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

26

0, M,

SI, S4, W4

D:91

25

D, M,

SI, S4, W4

D :l, M:1

129

D, M,

SI, S4, W4

D:21, C :l,

B:2

130

D, M,

SI, S4, W4

0:14, C :l,

B:2
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129
Complete Clustering:

#3 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

131

0, M, SI, S4, W4

0:50

126

0, M, S I, S4, W4, US

0:4677, C:10, W:3,
U:29, B:9, M:2, SI:1

23

M, SI, S4, W4

D:100, C:4, B:1

40

D, M, S4, W4

FCR only

24

0, M, S I, S4, W4

D:4

51

0, SI, S4,

FCR only

1

0, SI, W4

N:1

127

0, M, S I, S4, W4, US

0:44, C:2, W:l,
B:3, S:2

145

0, M, S I, S4, W4, US

0:269,

52

0, SI, S4,

0:1

3

D, SI, W4

55

0, SI, S4,

US

0:2

141

0, SI, W4,

US

0:5, U:1

165

D, M, S I, S3, S4, H4

0:607, W:3, U:4,
B:10, S:83

35

M,GS, S3, S ll, K, W3

D:123, C:2, W:1
B:2, S:5

53

D, SI, 0, W4, US

0:80, B:2

56

D, SI, S4,

US

FCR only

57

0, SI, S4,

US

FCR only

142

D, SI, S4,

US

0:30

143

D, SI, S4,

US

0:25, C:2, B:1

166

D, M, S I, S3, S4, W4

W4, US

W4, US

H :l, U:2, B:1

B:1

D:413, C:l, W:w
U:1, S: 11
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130
Complete Clustering:

#3 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

167

D, M, SI, S3, S4, H4

FCR only

170

D, M,

SI, S3, S4, W4

0:18, C:2, U :l, S:5

171

D, M,

SI, S3, S4, W4

0:6 .

173

D, M,

SI, S3, S4, H4

D:10, U :l, S7

174

0, M, SI, S3, S4, W4

0:1, C:1

175

D, M, SI, S3, S4, W4

0:2

172

0, M,

SI, S3, S4, W4

D:17, S:7

136

0, M,

SI, W4, US

D:87, C :l,
M:1

116

M, S I, W4, US

110

0, M, GS, S I, S3, W4, US

139

0, M, SI, W4, US

0:12

215

M, S I, W3

D:2, M:2

216

H, SI, W4, US

0:9, B:1

223

M, S I, W4, US

0:7

224

N, SI, W4, US

0:3, B:1

118

D, M, SI, W4, US

0:620, C:5, W:l,
U:2, B:4

185

0, M , S3, W4, US

0:58, U:1

266

0, M, SI, W4, US

0:30, C :l, U:2

267

D, M, SI, W4, US

0:28

Complete Clustering:

U:4, 8:2,

0:730, C :l, U:2, B:1
0:6,

C:1

#4

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

28

0, M, S4, US

0:6
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Complete Clustering:

#4 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

22

D, M, S4, US

D:20, C:2, U :l, 8:1

29

0, M, S4, US

0:887

30

D, M, S4, US

0:50

31

0, M, S4, US

0:3

32

D, M, S4, US

0:1, C :l, S:1

27

0, M, S I, S4, US

0:61, B:1

128

0, M, SI, S4, US

M:1

36

D, M, S I, US

0:6

107

D, M, S8, SI 2, US

0:1

117

D, M, SI, US

0:274, C:2, U:3

119

0, M, SI, Us

D:29, B:1

144

D, M, S I, S4, US

0:27, W:1

197

0, M, SI, US

0:16, C:2, U :l, B:1

198

D, M, S I, US

D:2

199

D, M, SI, US

0:2

150

0, M, S8, S ll, S12, US

0:7, B:1

168

0, M, SI, S3, S4, US

0:15, C :l,
S:44

98

D, M, SI, US

0:9, S:1

156

D, M, S8, S10, S ll, US

D:14

187

D, M, SI, S7, US

0:72, C:3, W1

99

0, M, SI, US

0:7

100

0, M, SI, US

0:36

W:l, B :l,
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Complete Clustering:

#4 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

103

D, M, SI, US

0:74, C:7, W:l,
U:l, B:4, M:1
N:1

140

D, M, SI, US

0:2

151

D, M, S8, S ll, S12, US

D:10, U:1

169

D, M, SI, S3, S4, US

D:35, C :l, W:l,
B:2, S:7, SI:1

176

D, M, SI, S3, S4, US

0:69, C:2, S:1

177

0, M, SI, S3, S4, Us

0:52

186

D, M, SI, US

0:2, C:1

Complete Clustering: #5
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

34

M, GS, S3, S ll, K, W3

D:96, C:4, U:1
B:3, Nt:1

33

M, S I, W4, US

0:267, C:7, W:1
U:2, B:1

38

M, GS, S3, S ll, K

0:9, C:w

48

M, GS, S ll, K

0:21, C :l,

37

D, M, S3, S ll, K

0:8, B:1

43

M, GS, S3, S ll, W3

D:16, B:1

39

M, GS, S3, S ll, K

D:19

45

M, GS, S3, S ll, W3

0:15

46

M, GS, S3, S ll, W3

0:15, S:1

49

M, GS, S ll, W3

0:3, C:1

47

0, M, GS, S ll, W3

0:33, W:1

M:1
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133
Complete Clustering: #5 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

50

M, GS, S ll, W3

D:23, U:2

90

‘ M, GS, S ll, M3

91

M, GS, S ll, M3

D:7

78

D, M, S ll, M3

D:59, U:1

79

0, M, S ll, M3

D:156, C:l, Ml;
U:3, B:2

80

D, M, S ll, M3

D:23, C :l, U :l,
S: 1

D:206, C:7, U :l, B:5

Complete Clustering: #6
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

42

SI, H4

0:38, C:2, 8:1

41

ST, M4

D:587, C:12, B:13

58

SI, M4

D:237, C:2, U :l,
8:1, M:1

59

SI, M4

0:10

92

SI, S ll, M4

D:33, C :l, M:l, B:1

218

0, SI3, M3

0:11, U:1

227

SI3, M4

0:1, M:2

Complete Clustering: #7
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

62

M, GS, S3, S4, S ll, US

0:32, U :l, H :l, S:18

61

M, GS, S3, S4, S ll, US

0:37, U:l, B:2,
S:9
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Complete Clustering: #7 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

63

M, GS, S3, S4, S ll, US

0:8, S:2

60

M, GS, S3, S4, S ll, K, US

0:31, S:2

164

M, S3, US

D:10, M:1

21

0, M, S ll, US

D:22, U:1

249

D, M, S ll, US

0:3

179

M, S3, US

0:52, U :l, B :l, S:1

250

M, S ll, US

D:2

189

M, S ll, K, US

0:4

180

N, S3, US

0:2

181

K, S3, US

0:2, C:1

Complete Clustering: #8
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

67

D, M,

D:53, C :l, U :l, B:1
G:1

66

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, U4

D:6

68

0, H, GS, S3, S ll, W4

D:161, U:2, U:4,
B :l, M:1

70

D, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:17, U:1

71

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, M4

0:15, B:1

73

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

D:15

74

D, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:181, C:4, W:2,
U:7, B:2

75

D, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:3, C :l, W:2

135

D, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:5

SG, S3, S ll, W4
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135
Complete Clustering: #8 (Continued)
Cultural Material

Site

Environment

72

D, M, S, S3, S ll, SI4, W4 D:44

134

D, M, GS, S3, S ll, W4, RS D:7

65

M, GS, S3, S ll, W4

0:57, W:l, 8:2, G:1

19

D, M, S ll, W4

0:31, U:2, B:1

257

M, S8» W4

0 :1, 8:2

81

D, M, S ll, W4

D:26, C :l, B:2

82

0, M, S ll, W4

D:10, B:1

84

0, H, S ll, W4

0:4, C:1

85

D, M, SI, W4

0:21, C:1

258

M, S8, W4

0:8

20

M, S ll, W4

U:1

76

D, M, S7, S ll, W4, LM

D:19, W:l, U:1

83

M, S ll, W4

0:412, C :l, U:2

77

M, S ll, W4, LM

C:3

Complete Clustering: #9
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

96

M, SI, S8, US

0:25, S:1

95

M, SI, S8, US

0:23, B:1

97

M, SI, S8, US

U:1

104

M, SI, S8, US

D:2, N:1

105

M, SI, S8, US

B:1

106

M, SI, S8, US

0:3, U:1

93

M, SI 3, K, M3

D:37, C:7, U:2, M:2
G:1
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136
Complete Clustering: #9 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

54

S I, US

D:31, C:1

188

M, SI, US

0:5, B:1

101

M, SI, US

0:5

102

N, S I, US

0:12

200

M, SI, US

0:10, B:1

203

M, S I, US

0:19, U:1

204

M, SI, US

C:2

205

M, SI, US

D:29, U:1

221

M, SI, US

D:246, U :l, U :l, B:2

222

M, S I, US

0:3, B :l, M:2

231

M, S I, US

.0:1, M:1

245

M, SI, US

0:1, C:1

256

H, SI, US

D:27

247

M, SI, SI2, US

0:16

207

D, SI, US

B:1

Complete Clustering: #10
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

109

LB, SI, S3, K, RS

0:25, B:1

108

LB, SI, S3, K, RS

0:172, C:2, W:l, Gr:l
U :l, B:2, M:l, S:10

182

LB, GS, S3, K, RS

0:22, U:5, B:2

120

LB, GS, S3, K, RS

0:134, U:2, B :l, S:1

159

M, S3, K

0:124, C :l, U :l, B:2,
S:11
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Complete Clustering: #10 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

160

N, S3, K

0:72, U:2, B :l, S:3

212

M, S3, K

Hot recollected

178

N, S3, K

0:1, W:1

2i i

GS, S3, K

Not recollected

183

M, S3, K, RS

0:7, U:2, B :l, S:1

184

M, S3, K, RS

0:13, W:l, B:2

Complete Clustering: #11
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

152

0, SI, S3, W3

0:21, C:3

148

0, SI, S3, W3

D:14,C:2, U :l, B:1

153

0, SI, S3, W3

0:17, B:1

213

M, SI, W4

D :l,

217

M, SI, W4, US

0:4

C:2, M:1

Complete Clustering: #12
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

191

D, M, S I, W4, RS

D:200, C:2, W:l,
U :l, B:1

190

D, H, SI, W4, RS

D:69, C:3

201

M, SI, RS

0:13,. C:2,

115

M, SI, W4

D:67, C:3, U:1

157

M, SI, S8, W4

0:118, C:6, W:l,
B:1, G:1

202

M, SI, W4

0:11

U:1
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Complete Clustering: #12 (Continued)

,

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

219

0, SI, W3

B:1

225

M, SI, W4

0:3,

M:3

226

M, SI, M4

0:2,

B:1

228

M, SI, W4

D:4,

M:4

230

N, SI, W4

0:1,

U :l, M:1

232

M, SI, W4

0:20, M:1

233

M, SI, W4

0:3

234

M, SI, W4

0:1,

235

H, SI, H4

D:4

238

M, SI, W4

D:4,

243

M, SI,'H4

0:14, M:2

246

M, SI, W4

0:1,

252

M, SI, W4

D:3

259

M, SI, W4

D:5

271

H, SI, W4

0:6

229

N, SI, SI3, US

0:4

158

M, SI, S8, M2

237

M, SI, LM

H :l, N:1

B :l, M:1

B:1

0:29, C:4, W:l, U:1
B:1
D:4

Complete Clustering: #13
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

192

D, M, S7, W4

0:54, C:4

89

0, M, 57, W4

D:140, C:2, U:2,
G:1
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139
Complete Clustering: #13 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

18

D, M, S7, S ll, US

B;1

86

D, S7, W4

D-.436, U:2

94

0, M, S7, Sll

0:14

125

0, M, S7, US

0:71, C:4, U:4, B:1

87

D, S7, W3

D:5, C:1, U:2, M:l, B:1

208

0, M, S7, US

0:31, B:1

209

D, H, S7, US

0:54, U:1

210

0, M, S7, US

0:6, C:1

Complete Clustering: #14
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

261

LB, S ll, W3

D:4

260

LB, S ll, W3

0:14, U:1, B:1

264

LB, S ll, W2

0:11

270

0, LB, S ll, W4

0:133, C:2, B:2, U:2,
S:6

Complete Clustering: #15
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

262

M, SI 2, W4

D:9, C:2, M:1

244

M, SI 2, W4

0:5

263

M, SI 2, U4

0:2, U:1

236

M, SI 2, US

0:27
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140

Complete Clustering: #15 (Continued)
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

248

M, SI, SI2, US

D:7, C:5

242

M, S12, W4, US

0:6, C :l, U:1

Complete Clustering: #16

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

132

D, M, GS, S3, S ll,

64

M, GS, S3, S ll, RS

D:271, C:5, U:7, 8:10
W:5, M:2, M:2, H :l, G:5

133

M, GS, S3, S ll, W4, RS

D:7

69

0, M, GS, S3, S ll, W3, RS

194

D, M, S3, RS

0:5, S:2

196

D, M, GS, S3, RS

DM7, U:2

162

D, M, GS, S3, RS

D:5

195

D, LB, S3, RS

D:5, U:1

163

M, GS, S3, W3, RS

D :l, U:1

RS

DM23, C:4, U:4, B:1

D:173, B:1

Complete Clustering: #17
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

193

H, GS, S3, W2

D:32

161

M, GS, S3, M2

0:105, C:6, MM,
U:6, B:8

138

M, SI4, W2

D:2, M:1
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Complete Clustering: #18
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

220

M, SI, SI3, W3

M:1

2

M, SI3, U3

0:3, C:1

137

SI3, W3

0:6,

C:3, W:l, U:1

214

M, SI, W4

0:4,

N :l, H:2

Complete Clustering: #19
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

269

LB, S ll, US

D:10, H :2

268

0, LB, S ll,

265

D, LB, SI2, US

US

0:7
D:8, B:1

Complete Clustering: #20
Site

Environment

Cultural Material

155

S3, W3

0:2,

U :l, B:1

44

S3, S ll, W3

0:4,

U :l, B:1
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Common Clustering:

#1

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

261

LB,S11,W3

D:4.

260

LB,S11,W3

D:14,U:1,B:1

264

LB,Sll,M2

0:11
Common Clustering:

#2

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

26

D,M,S1,S4,W4.

0:91

166

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

0:413,C:1,W:2,U:1,S:11

167

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

FCR only

170

0,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:18,C:2,U:1, S:5,

171

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

0:6

173

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

D:10,U:1,S:7

174

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

0:1,C:1

175

D,M,S1,S3,S4,W4

0:2
Common Clustering:

#3

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

88

M.S7.W3

D:14,C:3,U:3,M:3

121

D,M,S7,W3

D:50,C:3

122

D,M,S7,W3

D:2,C:1,B:1

123

D,M,S7,W3,LM

D:8,M:1

124

D,M,S7,W3

D:425,U:8,B:2
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Common Clustering:

#4

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

4

M.S1.W3

B:1

5

M,S1,W3

0:1

6

M,S1,W3

D:7,C:1,W:1

111

M,S1,W3

D:92,C:5,B:1

112

M,S1,U3

D:35,U:2,B:1

113

H,S1,W3

D:274,C:1,U:2,B:1

154

M,S1,M3

0:2,B:1

239

M.S1.H3

0:6

240

M,S1,W3

D:3

241

M.S1.W3

B:1,U:1

253

M.S1.W3

D:2,C:1

255

M.S1.W3

0:4

114

H,S1,W3,RS

D:375,C:6,U:3,B:2
Comnon Clustering:

#5

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

64

M,GS,S3,S11,RS

0:271,C:5,U:7,B:10,W:5,
M:2,H:1,G:5,S:1

133

M,GS,S3,S11,RS

D:19

69

0,Mf6StS3,Sll,W3,RS

D:173,B:1

162

D,M,GS,S3,W3,RS

0:5

194

D,M,GS,S3,RS

D:5,S:2

163

M,6S,S3,RS

0:1,11:1

196

0,M,GS,S3,RS

0:17,U:2
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Common Clustering:

#6

Site

Environment

Cultural Material '

180

M,S3,US

0:2

179

M,S3,US

D:52,W:1,B:1,S:1

181

M,S3,US

D:2,C:1

164

M,S3,US

D:10,M:1
Common Clustering:

#7

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

248

M,S1,S12,US

0:7,C:5

236

M,S12,US

D:27

242

M,S12,W4,US

D:6,C:1,U:1

244

M,S12,W4

0:5

262

M,S12,W4

D:9,C:2,M:1

263

M,S12,W4

0:2,U:1
Common Clustering:

#8

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

193

M,GS,S3,WS

0:32

161

M,GS,S3,MS

0:105,C:6,W:1,U:6,B:8
Common Clustering:

#9

Site

Environment

Cultural

Material

220

M,S1,S13,H3

M:1

2

M,S13,W3

0:3,C:1

137

S13.W3

D:6,C:3,W:1,U:1
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Conation Clustering:

#9 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

214

M,S1,W4

D:4,N:1,M:2
Common Clustering:

#10

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

44

S3,S ll,M3

D:4,U:1,S:1

155

S3,M3

D:2,U:1,B:1
Conanon Clustering:

#11

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

109

LB,S1,S3,K,RS

0:25,B:1

108

LB,S1,S3,K,RS

0:172,C :2,W :l,6r:l,U :l,
B:2,M:1,S:10

120

LB,GS,S3,K,RS

D,134,U:2,B:1,S:1

211

GS,S3,K

No recollection

182

LB,GS,S3,K,RS

0:22,U:5,B:2
Common Clustering:

#12

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

95

M,S1,S8,US

0:23,B:1

96

M,S1,S8,US

0:25,S:1

97

M,S1,S8,US

U:1

104

M,S1,S8,US

0:2,N:1

105

M,S1,S8,US

B:1
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Common Clustering:

#13

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

269

LB,Sll,US

D:10;M:2

268

D,LB,Sll,US

0:7

265

0,LB,S11,S12,US

D:8;B:1
Common Clustering:

#14

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

67

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D:53,C:1,U:1,B:1,G:1

68

D,M,CS,S3,S11,W4

D:161,W:5,U:4,B:1,M1

69

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D:173,B:1

70

D,M,CS,S3,S11,W4

D:17,U:1

71

0,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D:15;B:1

73

D,M,CS,S3,S11,H4

0:15

74

D,M,GS,S3,S11,W4

D:18,C:4,W:2,U:7,B:2

75

D,M,CS,S3,S11,W4

D:3,C:1,H2

Conrnnn Clustering:

#15

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

42

T,S1,W4

D:38,C:2,B:1,S:1

41

T,S1,W4

0:2,C:1

58

T,S1,W4

D:237,C:2,U:1,B:1,M:1

59

T,S1,W4

D:10

92

T,S1,W4

D:33,C:1,M:1,B:1
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Common Clustering:
Site

Environment

#16
Cultural Material

34

.M,6S,S3.SU,K,H3

D:96,C:4,U:1;B:3,N:1

33

M,S1,W4,US

D:267,C:7,W:1,U:2,B:1

38

M,GS,S3,SU,K

D:9,C:2

48

M,GS,S11,K

D:21,C:1,W:1

43

M,GS,S3,S11,W3

D:16,B:1

39

M,GS, S3.SU, W3

0:19

45

M,GS,S3,S11,W3

0:15

46

M,GS,S3,S11,VI3

D:15,S:1

49

M,GS,S11,M3

.0:3,C:1

50

M,GS,S11,W3

D:23,U:2

90

M,GS,S11,U3

0:206,C:7,U:1,B:5

91

M,GS,S11,W3

0:7
C<Mmon Clustering:

#17

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

115

M,S1,W4

D:67,C:.3,U:1

219

0.S1.W3

B:1

226

M,S1,U4

0:2,B:1

228

M.S1.W4

0:4,M:4

230

M,S1,U4

D:1,U:1,M:1

232

M,S1,W4

0:20,M:1

233

M,S1,W4

D:3

234

M,S1,W4

D:1,M:1,N:1

235

M.S1.H4

0:4
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148
Common Clustering:

#17 (Continued)

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

238

M,S1,W4

D:4,B:1,M

243

M.S1.W4

D:15,M2

246

M.S1.W4

D:1,B:1

252

M,S1,W4

0:3

259

M,S1,W4

0:5

271

M,S1,W4

D:6
Common Clustering:

#18

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

11

D,M,S1,S4,S11,US

D:3,U:1,S:14

7

D,M,S1,S4,S11,US

D:14

12

D,M,S1,S4,S11,US,W4

0:7,B:1,G:1

15

D,M,S1,S4,S11,US

0:164,C:2,U:6,B:1,M:1,W:6,G:1

16

D,M,S1,S11,US

0:3
Common Clustering:

#19

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

28

D,M,S4,US

0:1

22

D,M,S4,US

D:20,C:2,U:ltB:l

29

D,M,S4,US

0:27

30

D,M,S4,US

0:50

31

D,M,S4,US

0:3

32

0,M,S4,US

0:1,C:1,S:1
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Common Clustering:

#20

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

107

D,M,S8,S12,US

0:1

150

D,M,S8,S11,S12,US

D:7,B:1

156

D,M,S8,S10,S11,US

D:14,

151

D,M,S8,S11,S12,US

0:10,U:1

Common Clustering:

#21

Site

Environment

Cultural Material

18

D,M,S7,S11,US

B:1

125

D,M,S7,US

0:71,C:4,U:4,8:1

208

D,M,S7,US

0:31,B:1

209

D,M,S7,US

D:54,U:1

210

D,H,S7,US

0:6,C:1
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